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A-10 (AIRRAFT)


Low-profile A-10 boosted as key to Norway defense. Army Times; Jun. 20, 1988; 48(45): p. 34.

A3 SEE ARMOR ANTI-ARMOR (A3)

A3 SEE ARMOR ANTI-ARMOR (A3)

AAASee ARMY AVIATION ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA (AAA)

AAFS SEE ARMY AND AIR FORCE EXCHANGE SERVICE (AAFS)

AAWS-H SEE ADVANCED ANTITANK WEAPON SYSTEM-HEAVY (AAWS-H)

AAWS-M SEE ADVANCED ANTITANK WEAPON SYSTEM-MEDIUM (AAWS-M)

ABORTION


ABRAMS MBT (TANK)

Army wants to double deliveries of Abrams battle tank. Army Times; Mar. 28, 1988; 48(33): p. 35.

ABRAMS MBT (TANK) SEE ALSO MIA1 MBT (TANK)
ABRAMS MBT (TANK)  SEE ALSO  M1A2 MBT (TANK)

ABRAMS MBT (TANK)  SEE ALSO  M1A3 MBT (TANK)

ABRAMS MBT (TANK)--MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR


ACCS  SEE  ARMY COMMAND AND CONTROL SYSTEM (ACCS)

ACE  SEE  M9 ARMORED COMBAT EARTHMOVER (ACE)

ACQUIRED IMMUNE DEFICIENCY SYNDROME  SEE  AIDS (DISEASE)

ACTIVE GUARD RESERVE (AGR)


ADA (COMPUTER PROGRAM LANGUAGE)

Ada works well in hellfire tests. Army Times; Ju 88; 48(43): p. 34.

ADATS  SEE  AIR DEFENSE ANTITANK SYSTEM (ADATS)
ADOPT-A-SCHOOL PROGRAM

Adopt-a-school. Army Times; May 9, 1988; 48(39): p. 27.

ADOPTION AID PROGRAM


ADVANCED ANTITANK WEAPON SYSTEM-HEAVY (AAWS-H)


ADVANCED ANTITANK WEAPON SYSTEM-MEDIUM (AAWS-M)

The medium antitank weapon: Demonstrating a level of risk. Army Times; Nov. 28, 1988; 49(16): p. 28.

AERIAL OBSERVERS--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS

In historic first, NCOs to be observers in scout helicopters. Army Times; Dec. 12, 1988; 49(18): p. 35.

AEROBICS


Afganistan--rolling loaded dice in the 'Great Game'. Army Times; May 2, 1988; 48(38): p. 25.


AGENT ORANGE


Agent Orange was controversial right from the start. Army Times; Jul. 25, 1988; 48(50): p. 10.


Disabled vets may get more than $12,000 in Agent Orange suit. Army Times; Jul. 13, 1988; 48(49): p. 44.


AGENT ORANGE--LAW AND LEGISLATION


AGR SEE ACTIVE GUARD RESERVE (AGR)

AH-1W (HELICOPTER)


AH-64 (HELICOPTER)


Improvements planned for Black Hawk, Apache. Army Times; May 9, 1988; 48(39): p. 32.


AH-64 (HELICOPTER)--PROCUREMENT

Congress asks Army to consider multiyear Apache contract. Army Times; Mar. 21, 1988; 48(31): p. 29.


AH-64 (HELICOPTER)--RESERVE COMPONENTS

Guard may gain Apache Units. Army Times; Jun. 20, 1988; 48(45): p. 2.

AH-64 (HELICOPTER)--SAFETY MEASURES


AH-64 (HELICOPTER)--SIMULATORS

Apache simulator to be updated. Army Times; Nov. 21, 1988; 49(15): p. 38.

AIDS (DISEASE)

Court of military appeals allows use of AIDS test results in court-martial. Army Times; May 2, 1988; 48(38): p. 29.

Guard will test all members for AIDS virus. Army Times; Jul. 18, 1988; 48(49): p. 27.


Officials push to expel AIDS-infected military. Army Times; Apr. 11, 1988; 48(35): p. 34.


Spouses of reservists with AIDS may be told. Army Times; May 2, 1988; 48(38): p. 29.


AIDS (DISEASE)--CIVIL SERVICE EMPLOYEES


Proposal would test those headed overseas. Army Times; Apr. 11, 1988; 48(35): p. 34.

AIR COMBAT--FLIGHT TRAINING--EUROPE


AIR DEFENSE ANTITANK SYSTEM (ADATS)


Analysts to Army: put some realism into ADATS testing. Army Times; Apr. 11, 1988; 48(35): p. 31.

Army talks turkey to restore $122 million to ADATS. Army Times; Nov. 21, 1988; 49(15): p. 34.

Cubic to build ADATS trainers. Army Times; Jun. 27, 1988; 48(46): p. 34.


AIR DEFENSE ANTITANK SYSTEM (ADATS)--COSTS


AIR DEFENSE ANTITANK SYSTEM (ADATS)--TESTING


AIR DEFENSES

Army: Time to say goodbye to only Roland Air Defense Unit. Army Times; Apr. 7, 1988; 48(42): p. 20.

AIR NATIONAL GUARD--CIVILIAN EMPLOYEES


AIRBORNE OPTICAL ADJUNCT (AOA)


AIRCRAFT CARRIERS


AIRCRAFT CARRIERS--AIRCRAFT LAUNCHING AND RECOVERY EQUIPMENT


AIRCRAFT CARRIERS--SOVIET UNION


AIRCRAFT, JET

AIRFIELDS--SOVIET UNION--DEFENSES


AIRLIFT

U. S. lacks needed airlift, sealift, congress is told. Army Times; May 2, 1988; 48(38): p. 52.


AIRLIFT--HONDURAS


AIRLINES--EMPLOYMENT

In the cockpit as a civilian. Army Times; Jul. 4, 1988; 48(47): p. 20.

AKHROMETEV, SERGEI


ALCOHOL AND MILITARY PERSONNEL


ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES--SALES

Alcoholic beverage outlets to be switched to AAFES; wider selection expected. Army Times; Dec. 19, 1988; 49(19): p. 18.


House panel would have exchanges sell liquor. Army Times; May 9, 1988; 48(39): p. 36.


**ALCOHOLISM**

Drug, alcohol use continue to decline in military, poll shows. Army Times; Aug. 8, 1988; 48(52): p. 20.

**ALIMONY**


**ALL VOLUNTEER FORCE (AVF)**


**ALL VOLUNTEER FORCE (AVF)--DEMOGRAPHY**


**ALL VOLUNTEER FORCE (AVF)--HISTORY**


**ALL VOLUNTEER FORCE (AVF)--RECRUITING, ENLISTMENT, ETC.**

ALL-TERRAIN VEHICLES


ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE


AN-FPS-117 (RADAR)


AN-PVS-7B (NIGHT VISION GOGGLES)


ANPRC-126 (RADIO)


ANTIBALLISTIC MISSILE TREATY, 1972


ANTISATELLITE WEAPONS (ASAT)


ANTITANK MISSILES


ANTITANK MISSILES--TESTING

ANTITANK WEAPONS


Analysts to Army: put some realism into ADATS testing. Army Times; Apr. 11, 1988; 48(35): p. 31.


Honeywell to begin testing more powerful warhead for anti-armor weapon. Army Times; Nov. 14, 1988; 49(14): p. 34.

House panel may halve funds to tank killer. Army Times; Jun. 6, 1988; 48(43): P. 23.


ANTITANK WEAPONS--THEFT


ADA SEE AIRBORNE OPTICAL ADJUNCT (AOA)

Ă"ĂCHE SEE AH-64 (HELICOPTER)

APPOINTMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS


Generals' assignments include Fort Dix command. Army Times; Jun. 6, 1988; 48(43): p. 45.
Lieutenant colonels to lead cadet battalions. Army Times; May 16, 1988; 48(40): p. 44.

APPOINTMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS SEE ALSO ASSIGNMENTS SECTION--EACH ISSUE

APPOINTMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS--ENLISTED PERSONNEL


APPOINTMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS--RESERVE COMPONENTS


APPOINTMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS--WARRANT OFFICERS


APPORTIONMENT (ELECTION LAW)


APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES


APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES--ARMED FORCES

Army, other services will take bigger hit if Navy shielded. Army Times; Mar. 14, 1988; 40(31): p. 3.
Freeze on non-essential spending will be extended. Army Times; Jul. 4, 1988; 48(47): p. 3.
Pentagon sees future of testing--and finds it powerfully expensive. Army Times; May 16, 1988; 48(40): p. 33.
APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES--ARMY

Army leaders OK five-year plan reduced by $88 billion. Army Times; Apr. 18, 1988; 48(36): p. 4.

Army moves help trim costs. Army Times; Jun. 6, 1988; 48(43): p. 34.


Budget cuts pinch several Army programs. Army Times; Mar. 28, 1988; 48(32): p. 29.


Hill grants no relief from budget squeeze. Army Times; Jun. 6, 1988; 48(43): p. 3.


Tight budget to affect travel, research, contracts. Army Times; Jun. 6, 1988; 48(43): p. 3.

APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES--DEFENSE DEPARTMENT


Defense budget may be cut as 'peace offering'. Army Times; Nov. 28, 1988; 49(16): p. 4.


Democrats call for readiness boost, but blast weapons. Army Times; Aug. 1, 1988; 48(51): p. 3.
DOD secret fund rising, analysis shows. Army Times; Apr. 25, 1988; 48(37): p. 35.


Longer stateside tours just one more budget pinch effect. Army Times; May 9, 1988; 48(39): p. 8.

Pentagon lines up top items to have restored to budget. Army Times; Jun. 13, 1988; 48(44): p. 32.


Some defense cuts are more dangerous than others. Army Times; Mar. 7, 1988; 48(30): p. 25.

Threat of Gramm-Rudman cuts forces government to walk "fiscal tightrope". Army Times; Sep. 12, 1988; 49(5): p. 34.

Zero growth may mean shift to intelligence, training. Army Times; Nov. 21, 1988; 49(15): p. 41.

**APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES--RESERVE COMPONENTS**


**APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES--VETERANS ADMINISTRATION**


VA staff shortages blamed for benefits processing ills. Army Times; Jun. 6, 1988; 48(43): p. 3.
ARLINGTON NATIONAL CEMETERY, VA


ARMED FORCES


ARMED FORCES RECREATION CENTER, GARMISCH, GERMANY


ARMED FORCES, AMERICAN--EUROPE


ARMED FORCES, AMERICAN--HONDURAS


ARMED FORCES, AMERICAN--KOREA


ARMENIANS--SOVIET UNION


ARMOR ANTI-ARMOR (A3)


Army rolling on research into tank modernization. Army Times; May 16, 1988; 48(40): p. 34.

ARMORED VEHICLES


ARMORED VEHICLES--SOVIET UNION


ARMORED VEHICLES--TESTING


ARMS CONTROL


ARMS CONTROL EXPORT ACT, 1981


ARMS CONTROL--U. S.


ARMS INDUSTRY AND TRADE--RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT--EGYPT


ARMS INDUSTRY AND TRADE--RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT--U. S.


ARMS SALES, AMERICAN--CHAD


ARMS SALES, AMERICAN--EGYPT

Congress told of M1 sale during Egyptian visit. Army Times; Apr. 11, 1988; 48(35): p. 32.


Smooth ride expected for M1 sale to Egypt. Army Times; May 16, 1988; 48(40): p. 32.

ARMS SALES, AMERICAN--SAUDI ARABIA


ARMS SALES, ISRAELI--U. S.


ARMY AND AIR FORCE EXCHANGE SERVICE (AAFES)--CREDIT CARDS

DoD unhappy with credit card program. Army Times; Nov. 28, 1988; 49(16): p. 49.


ARMY AND AIR FORCE EXCHANGE SERVICE (AAFES)--LIQUOR STORES


Alcoholic beverage outlets to be switched to AAFES; wider selection expected. Army Times; Dec. 19, 1988; 49(19): p. 18.

ARMY AND AIR FORCE EXCHANGE SERVICE (AAFES)--TELEVISION SALES


ARMY AVIATION ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA (AAAA)--AWARDS


**ARMY AVIATION MODERNIZATION PLAN**


**ARMY COMMAND AND CONTROL SYSTEM (ACCS)**

Contract to be awarded for command computers. Army Times; Apr. 18, 1988; 48(36): p. 34.

**ARMY COMMISSION MEDAL**

Reserve comes through. Army Times; May 9, 1988; 48(39): p. 27.

**ARMY EMERGENCY RELIEF FUND**


**ARMY ENGINEER CENTER AND SCHOOL, FORT LEONARD WOOD, MO**


**ARMY FAMILIES**


**ARMY FAMILY ACTION PLAN CONFERENCE**


**ARMY FIELD FEEDING SYSTEM**

ARMY INFANTRY SCHOOL HALL OF FAME

Infantry honors armor officer. Army Times; Jul. 11, 1938; 48(48): p. 34.

ARMY LABORATORY COMMAND, ADELPHI, MD

Laboratory Command keeps user in mind. Army Times; Jun. 6, 1988; 48(43): p. 36.

ARMY PERSONNEL AGENCY  SEE  TOTAL ARMY PERSONNEL AGENCY

ARMY RESEARCH OFFICE, RESEARCH TRIANGLE PARK, NC


ARMY SERGEANTS MAJOR COURSE, FORT BLISS, TX

253 graduate from sergeants major course. Army Times; Apr. 18, 1988; 48(36): p. 56.

ARMY TACTICAL MISSILE SYSTEM (ATACMS)

Tactical missile test a success. Army Times; Jun. 6, 1988; 48(43): p. 34.

ARMY TIMES (NEWSPAPER)


ARMY TIMES PUBLISHING COMPANY

Court order requires Army to release names, ranks, units addresses to Times. Army Times; May 16, 1988; 48(40): p. 42.

ARMY--ORGANIZATION


**ARROW (MISSILE)**


**ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE--MILITARY USE**


**AS99 (HOWITZER)**


**ASSIGNMENTS** SEE **APPOINTMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS, AND ASSIGNMENTS SECTION--EACH ISSUE**

**AT-4 (MISSILE)**

AT4 arhead tests begin. Army Times; Nov. 28, 1988; 49(16): p. 27.

**AT-B (MISSILE)**


**ATACMS** SEE **ARMY TACTICAL MISSILE SYSTEM (ATACMS)**

**ATAL VIDEO DAY**

ATOMIC VETERANS


ATOMIC WEAPONS--INVENTORY CONTROL


ATTACHMENT AND GARNISHMENT OF WAGES


AUG 9MM PARABELLUM BULLPUP (RIFLE)


AUTOMOBILES, FOREIGN--LAW AND LEGISLATION


AUTOMOBILES--POLLUTION CONTROL DEVICES

Some gray-market cars may be imported into U.S. Army Times; Sep. 5, 1988; 49(4): p. 15.

AUTONOMOUS LAND VEHICLES


AVF SEE ALL VOLUNTEER FORCE (AVF)

AVIATION ACCIDENTS--RAMSTEIN AIR BASE, GERMANY, 1988

Army soldier, son, identified as killed in air show tragedy. Army Times; Sep. 12, 1988; 49(5): p. 6.
AVIATION CONTINUATION PAY PROGRAM


AVIATION MUSEUMS


AWARDS, MILITARY--FORT RUCKER, AL


B-1 (BOMBER)


B-2 (BOMBER) SEE STEALTH BOMBER (B-2)

BALLISTIC MISSILES--DEFENSES


BAQ SEE BASIC ALLO '4CE FOR QUARTERS (BAQ)

BARRACKS AND QUARTERS


Top officers, enlisted lose most in VHA shuffle. Army Times; Mar. 28, 1988; 48(33): p. 23.

**BARRACKS AND QUARTERS--CONSTRUCTION**

$221-million building plan ok'd. Army Times; Sep. 26, 1988; 49(7): p. 4.

**BARRACKS AND QUARTERS--GERMANY**


**BARRACKS AND QUARTERS--MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR**


Contractor cleaning during change of station threatened by funds cut. Army Times; Nov. 21, 1988; 49(15): p. 6.

Maid services to continue for stateside bgs. Army Times; Sep. 26, 1988; 49(7): p. 4.

**BASIC ALLOWANCE FOR QUARTERS (BAQ)**


Big winners, big losers get the news on division of quarters allowance. Army Times; Nov. 21, 1988; 49(15): p. 3.


BEETLE BAILEY (CARTOON)


BEIRUT VETERANS OF AMERICA


BELL HELICOPTER TEXTRON, INC.


BELLSOUTH GOVERNMENT SYSTEMS


BERETTA (PISTOL)


BERLIN BLOCKADE, 1948-1949


BEST RANGER, 1988, FORT BENNING GA


BILL (ANTITANK WEAPON)


BIOLOGICAL WARFARE--DEFENSES

Bio-war defense advised to foil proliferation. Army Times; May 23, 1988; 48(41): p. 34.

BIOLOGICAL WARFARE--SAFETY MEASURES


**BIOLOGICAL_weapons--testing**


**Black Hawk** see **UN-60 (helicopter)**

**Blacks in aviation**

Huachuca pilot keeps one boot in the present, one in the past. Army Times; Apr. 11, 1988; 48(35): p. 35.

**Blacks in the armed forces**

Kemp touts Powell as VP choice for Bush presidential campaign. Army Times; Jul. 18, 1986; 48(49): p. 3.


**Blacks in the armed forces--medals, badges, decorations, etc.**


**Bmy company**


Auditors give BMY mixed reviews. Army Times; Nov. 21, 1988; 49(15): p. 38.

**Boats, moving of** see **moving, household--boats**

**Boeselager Cup** see **international Boeselager Cup**
BOLTS AND NUTS--DEFECTS

Army seeks to put the screws to bad bolts. Army Times; May 23, 1988; 48(41): p. 23.

BOMB DETECTORS


BONO, MITCHELL G.


BONUSES


BOOTS


BOXING


BRADLEY FIGHTING VEHICLE


BRADLEY FIGHTING VEHICLE--MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR

BRADLEY FIGHTING VEHICLE--SALES


BRAIN


BROOK ARMY MEDICAL CENTER, SAN ANTONIO, TX


BROWN, ARTHUR E., 1929-

RisCassi picked to succeed Brown as vice chief of staff. Army Times; Sep. 26, 1988; 49(7): p. 10.

BULLDOZERS--RESERVE COMPONENTS

The 229th is first in the Army to get crack at high-tech 'dozer. Army Times; Nov. 14, 1988; 49(14): p. 10.

BUSH, GEORGE HERBERT WALKER, PRES., 1924-

Dukakis, Bush both offer hope for added day-care assistance. Army Times; Sep. 19, 1988; 49(6): p. 16.

**BV 206 (VEHICLE)**


**C3** SEE COMMAND, CONTROL, AND COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS (C3)

**CAMI** SEE CONCERNED AMERICANS FOR MILITARY IMPROVEMENTS (CAMI)

**CAMOUFLAGE MAKEUP KITS**


**CARAVAN GUARD '88 (EXERCISE)**


**CAREER COUNSELING** SEE VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE

**CARLUCCI, FRANK C.**

Carlucci asks congress to rescind officer plans in next two years. Army Times; Mar. 21, 1988; 48(32): p. 3.


**CAS** SEE CLOSE AIR SUPPORT (CAS)

**CATAPULTS**

CATASTROPHIC ILLNESS—INSURANCE


CATERPILLAR 30-30 ENGINEER SUPPORT TRACTOR


CENSORSHIP


CENSORSHIP—ARMY AND AIR FORCE EXCHANGE SERVICE (AAFES)


CERTAIN CHALLENGE (EXERCISE)


CH-47 (HELICOPTER)—ACCIDENTS


CH-47 (HELICOPTER)—ACCIDENTS—HONDURAS

Cause of copter crash fatal to 5 in Honduras still being investigated. Army Times; Dec. 26, 1988; 49(20): p. 16.

CH-47 (HELICOPTER)—REFUELING SYSTEMS


CH-47D (HELICOPTER)

CHAMPUS


CHAMPUS--HOME HEALTH CARE


CHAMPUS--MENTAL HEALTH CARE

CHANCELLORSVILLE, BATTLE OF, 1863
Civil War battle at Chancellorsville to be reenacted. Army Times; Apr. 18, 1988; 48(36): p. 42.

CHAPLAINS

CHAPLAINS--COMBAT PARTICIPATION

CHAPLAINS--PROMOTIONS

CHECKS, FRAUDULENT

CHEMICAL BOMBS

CHEMICAL WARFARE
Chemical war repugnance has weakened with time. Army Times; May 23, 1988; 48(41): p. 28.

CHEMICAL WARFARE--SAFETY MEASURES
Chemical programs unsafe? Army Times; May 23, 1988; 48(41): p. 44.

CHEMICAL WEAPONS--TESTING
CHERNOBYL NUCLEAR DISASTER, 1986


CHILD ABUSE


Teams will strike at child abuse problems. Army Times; Mar. 21, 1988; 48(31): p. 27.

CHILD CARE CENTERS  SEE  DAY CARE CENTERS

CHILD MOLESTING


CHILDREN AS PILOTS

When you're 11 years old, the sky is literally the limit. Army Times; Aug. 29, 1988; 49(3): p. 28.

CHINA--ARMED FORCES


CHINOOK  SEE  CH-47 (HELICOPTER)
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CITIZENSHIP


CIVIL AFFAIRS (MILITARY OCCUPATIONAL SPECIALTY)

Psychological ops, civil affairs join fields. Army Times; Apr. 11, 1988; 48(35): p. 11.

CIVIL RIGHTS


CIVIL SERVICE RETIREMENT


CIVIL SERVICE RETIREMENT--COST OF LIVING


CIVIL SERVICE--MILITARY LEAVE


CIVIL SERVICE--PENTAGON


CIVILIAN HEALTH AND MEDICAL PROGRAM OF THE UNIFORMED SERVICES

SEE CHAMPUS
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Close air support role in training grows. Army Times; May 2, 1988; 48(38): p. 44.


First-pass punch sought for close air support. Army Times; Mar. 21, 1988; 48(31): p. 29.

Proposals may spark renewed close air support debate. Army Times; Jul. 4, 1988; 48(47): p. 36.

CLOSE-AIR SUPPORT (CAS)


CORRA SEE AH-1 (HELICOPTER)

COHESION OPERATIONAL READINESS (COHORT)


COHORT SEE COHESION OPERATIONAL READINESS (COHORT)

COLA SEE COST OF LIVING ADJUSTMENT (COLA)

COLD WEATHER OPERATIONS

Elements can test the limits of fighting skills. Army Times; May 2, 1988; 48(38): p. 10.

COLT INDUSTRIES, HARTFORD, CN

Inter-Country arms production under the gun. Army Times; May 23, 1988; 48(41): p. 35.
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Guard, reserve war readiness defended. Army Times; May 2, 1988; 48(38): p. 20.
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COMBAT VEHICLE COMMAND AND CONTROL SYSTEM

New system will let American, German tank crews communicate. Army Times; Oct. 31, 1988; 49(12): p. 32.

COMBAT VEHICLES
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COMMAND AND CONTROL SYSTEMS


COMMAND AND CONTROL SYSTEMS--CONTRACTS

Contract to be awarded for command computers. Army Times; Apr. 18, 1988; 48(36): p. 34.
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Navy looks to milstar to talk through enemy jamming. Army Times; Jul. 4, 1988; 48(47): p. 35.
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Soviet improvements menace NATO. Army Times; May 2, 1988; 48(38): p. 45.
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Saint named to succeed Otis as commander in Europe. Army Times; May 9, 1988; 48(39): p. 7.
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Army, Air Force have joint sale. Army Times; May 9, 1988; 48(39): p. 59

At the commissary. Army Times; Apr. 11, 1988; 48(35): p. 69.


Senate panel joins house to ban contracting out. Army Times; May 23, 1988; 48(41): p. 47.
COMMISSARIES--FORT DRUM, NY
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COMPUTER SIMULATIONS


COMPUTER VIRUSES


COMPUTERS
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CONCERNED AMERICANS FOR MILITARY IMPROVEMENTS (CAMI)

Son's death prompts mother to campaign for military reforms. Army Times; May 16, 1988; 48(40): p. 64.
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Citizens overseas are the prize in Congress realignment fight. Army Times; Jun. 20, 1988; 48(45): p. 50.
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CONGRESSIONAL MILITARY REFORM CAUCUS


CONRAD, CLYDE LEE

Once a good soldier; but now an accused spy. Army Times; Sep. 12, 1988; 49(5): p. 4.
Retired NCO faces spy charges in Germany. Army Times; Sep. 5, 1988; 49(4): P. 5.

CONSCIENTIOUS OBJECTORS

Sometimes, conscientious objectors must fire arms. Army Times; Dec. 12, 1988; 49(18): p. 41.
CONSECUTIVE OVERSEAS TOUR PROGRAM
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CONTRACTED SERVICES


CONVENTIONAL FORCES
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Will the 4% COLA help in maintaining standards of living? Army Times; Nov. 21, 1988; 49(15): p. 42.

COURT OF MILITARY APPEALS

Appeals judge Everett jealously defends court from military pressure. Army Times; Sep 19, 1988; 49(6): p. 32.

Court of military appeals ruling clears up gray area on path to ultimate. Army Times; Nov. 7, 1988; 49(13): p. 32.


COURTS-MARTIAL AND COURTS OF INQUIRY


Pentagon wants more judges on appeals court. Army Times; Aug. 29, 1988; 49(3): 30.


COURTS-MARTIAL AND COURTS OF INQUIRY--CHILD ABUSE

COURTS-MARTIAL AND COURTS OF INQUIRY--DRUG ABUSE


CRADLE OF AVIATION MUSEUM, MITCHELL FIELD, NY


CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION


CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION COMMAND


CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION COMMAND--SECURITY MEASURES


CROMARTIE, EUGENE R.


CROWE, WILLIAM J., 1925-


CURTIS, RONNIE


CVI SEE CONDITIONAL VOLUNTARY INDEFINITE PROGRAM (CVI)
DACOWITS SEE DEFENSE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON WOMEN IN THE SERVICES (DACOWITS)

DARPA SEE DEFENSE ADVANCED RESEARCH PROJECTS AGENCY (DARPA)

DATES OF RANK (DOR)--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS

NCO dates-of-rank to become same as promotion dates. Army Times; Dec. 12, 1988; 49(18): p. 3.

DAUPHINE (HELICOPTER)


DAY SEE DISABLED AMERICAN VETERANS (DAV)

DAWKINS, PETE, 1938-


DAY CARE CENTERS

$221-million building plan ok'd. Army Times; Sep. 26, 1988; 49(7): p. 4.


Dukakis, Bush both offer hope for added day-care assistance. Army Times; Sep. 19, 1988; 49(6): p. 16.

Needed child-care centers will take years to build. Army Times; Apr. 11, 1988; 48(35): p. 6.


**DAY CARE CENTERS--RELIGIOUS ASPECTS**


**DAY CARE CENTERS--TAX CREDITS**


**DEFENSE ADVANCED RESEARCH PROJECTS AGENCY (DARPA)**


**DEFENSE ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON WOMEN IN THE SERVICES (DACOWITS)**

Ban sex-oriented, on-base shows, panel says. Army Times; May 23, 1988; 48(41): p. 54.


**DEFENSE APPROPRIATIONS ACT, 1989**

DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT, 1987


DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT, 1988

Democrats maneuver to make Reagan pay for defense bill veto. Army Times; Sep. 12, 1988; 49(5): p. 34.

DEFENSE AUTHORIZATION ACT, 1989

Reagan signs defense budget, including 4.1% raise. Army Times; Oct. 19, 1988; 49(9): p. 3.

DEFENSE CONTRACTS

Contractors drop out of LHX team. Army Times; Nov. 7, 1988; 49(13): p. 34.

DEFENSE CONTRACTS--COSTS

Audit agency wants tighter rein on consultants. Army Times; Nov. 21, 1988; 49(15): p. 35.

DEFENSE CONTRACTS--DISCRIMINATION


DEFENSE CONTRACTS--SUITS AND CLAIMS


DEFENSE DEPARTMENT--ORGANIZATION

DEFENSE MANPOWER DATA CENTER, MONTEREY, CA


DEFENSE REORGANIZATION ACT, 1986


DENTAL RECORDS

Army behind in dental record effort. Army Times; Nov. 21, 1988; 49(15): p. 27.

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE DEPENDENT SCHOOLS (DODDS)

Hill witnesses agree: overseas dependent schools are "a mess". Army Times; Oct. 17, 1988; 49(10): p. 3.
DEPENDENT CARE ACCOUNTS


DEPLOYABLE MEDICAL SYSTEM


DIRECTORIES--ARMY

Court order requires Army to release names, ranks, unit addresses to Times. Army Times; May 16, 1988; 48(40): p. 42.

DISABLED AMERICAN VETERANS (DAV)


DISARMAMENT--INSPECTION

Gorbachev's policy eased acceptance of on-site inspections. Army Times; Jul. 11, 1988; 48(48): p. 34.


DIVORCE


Cosmic male, female forces always at odds. Army Times; Jul. 18, 1988; 48(49): p. 43.


DODDS SEE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE DEPENDENT SCHOOLS (DODDS)

DOR SEE DATES OF RANK (DOR)

DRAFT SEE MILITARY SERVICE, COMPULSORY

DRAGON GENERATION III (MISSILE)

Army told to select antitank weapon. Army Times; Apr. 18, 1988; 48(36): p. 35.


DRILL SERGEANT OF THE YEAR, 1988

Communications specialist wins drill sergeant of year honors. Army Times; May 9, 1988; 48(39): p. 2.

DRILL SERGEANT SCHOOL--RULES AND REGULATIONS


DRONE AIRCRAFT

Army site chosen for drone development. Army Times; Oct. 10, 1988; 49(9): p. 34.


DRUG ABUSE

Drug, alcohol use continue to decline in military, poll shows. Army Times; Aug. 8, 1988; 48(52): p. 20.


DRUG ABUSE--TREATMENT


DRUG TRAFFIC, CONTROL OF


DRUG TRAFFIC, CONTROL OF--MILITARY PARTICIPATION


Panel to study military role in drug battle. Army Times; May 16, 1988; 48(40): p. 47.


Pentagon says it is prepared to cooperate. Army Times; May 23, 1988; 48(41): p. 3.


Temper rises during face-off over initiatives. Army Times; May 23, 1988; 48(41): p. 3.


**DRUGS AND EMPLOYMENT**


**DUAL CAREER MILITARY COUPLES**


DUAL CAREER MILITARY COUPLES--STATISTICS


DUAL COMPENSATION ACT OF 1964


DUAL TRACK CAREER PATTERNS


DUKAKIS, MICHAEL, 1933-


Dukakis, Bush both offer hope for added day-care assistance. Army Times; Sep. 19, 1988; 49(6): p. 16.


E-2C (AIRCRAFT)


EARTHMOVING MACHINERY

New M9 combat earthmover is fast mover. Army Times; Jun. 6, 1988; 48(43): p. 29.
EDUCATION


Soldiers using tuition aid twice as likely to stay in the service. Army Times; Dec. 5, 1988; 49(17): p. 20.

EDUCATION, NON-MILITARY

Army plans $10 million tuition aid bailout. Army Times; Apr. 4, 1988; 48(34): p. 3.


EDUCATION--FEDERAL AID

Plan would link service to federal student aid. Army Times; Mar. 21, 1988; 48(32): p. 17.

EDUCATION--IMPACT AID


Schools ask military help in getting federal money. Army Times; Oct. 31, 1988; 49(12): p. 34.

EDUCATION--RESERVE COMPONENTS


EIGHTY-SECOND AIRBORNE DIVISION

ELBIT COMBAT OPTICAL GUNSGIGHT


ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER SYSTEMS  SEE  COMPUTERS--BANKS AND BANKING

ELECTRONIC WARFARE


ELEVENTH SIGNAL BRIGADE


ENLISTED PERSONNEL--STATISTICS


ENLISTMENT VOUCHER PLAN


EQUIPMENT--TESTING


ESPIONAGE


ETHICS

Ethics bill expected to return with new Congress. Army Times; Dec. 12, 1988; 49(18): p. 33.

ETHICS--DEFENSE CONTRACTORS


ETHNOLOGY--SOVIET UNION--ARMED FORCES


EUROPE--MILITARY POLICY


EVACUATION OF CIVILIANS--PANAMA

Contingency plan to evacuate civilians from Panama. Army Times; May 2, 1988; 48(38): p. 3.

EVALUATION REPORTS SEE NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICER EVALUATION REPORTS (NCOER)

EYEGLASS FRAMES


FAAD SEE FORWARD AREA AIR DEFENSE (FAAD)

FAADS SEE FORWARD AREA AIR DEFENSE SYSTEM (FAADS)

FAMILY ACTION PLAN CONFERENCE SEE ARMY FAMILY ACTION PLAN CONFERENCE
FEDERAL HEALTHCARE INNOVATION NETWORK


FERES DOCTRINE


FIBER OPTIC GUIDED MISSILE (FOG-M)


FIBER OPTIC GuidED MISSILE (FOG-M)--PROCUREMENT


FIBER OPTICS


FIFTH AVIATION REGIMENT


FIFTH CORPS


FINANCE, PERSONAL


FIorentino, William


Fire Ant Robotic System


Fires and Fire Prevention


Fish Kills--Radford Army Ammunition Plant, Christianburg, VA


Flight Training, Military--Germany


FOG-M SEE Fiber Optic Guided Missile (FOG-M)

Fonda, Jane, 1937-


Forces Command (FORSCOM)


FOREIGN RELATIONS

It's time for us to stop being "Uncle Sucker". Army Times; Jun. 20, 1988; 48(45): p. 33.


FOREIGN RELATIONS--SOVIET UNION


FOREIGN WEAPONS EVALUATION PROJECT


FOREST FIRES--YELLOWSTONE NATIONAL PARK


Troops from Fort Lewis join fight to snuff forest fires at Yellowstone. Army Times; Sep. 19, 1988; 49(6): p. 5.

FORMER SPOUSE PROTECTION ACT SEE UNIFORMED SERVICES FORMER SPOUSES PROTECTION ACT, 1982

FORSCOM SEE FORCES COMMAND (FORSCOM)

FORT BLISS, TX


FORT DIX, NJ

Generals' assignments include Fort Dix command. Army Times; Jun. 6, 1988; 48(43): p. 45.
FORT DRUM, NY--BUILDING AND CONSTRUCTION

Fort Drum proves far more costly than thought. Army Times; Jul. 11, 1988; 48(48): p. 3.

Fort Drum's construction overruns occurred with Uncle Sam watching. Army Times; Aug. 8, 1988; 48(52): p. 3.

FORT JEFFERSON NATIONAL MONUMENT, KEY WEST, FL

The fort built on a coral reef. Army Times; Apr. 18, 1988; 48(36): p. 68.

FORT JUFFAIR, BAHRAIN


FORT LEONARD WOOD, MO


FORWARD AREA AIR DEFENSE SYSTEM (FAADS)

Air defense officers to oversee FAAD control network budget. Army Times; Dec. 5, 1988; 49(17): p. 34.

Army denies compromising for off-the-shelf air defense radar. Army Times; Dec. 5, 1988; 49(17): p. 34.

Army takes hard look at control component of air defense system. Army Times; Nov. 21, 1988; 49(15): p. 46.


FRATERNIZATION


FRAUD--DEFENSE CONTRACTS

FREQUENT FLIER PROGRAMS

Frequent federal fliers must turn in credits. Army Times; May 2, 1988; 48(38): p. 21.

FROCKING

Frocking reduced to bare necessity. Army Times; Apr. 11, 1988; 48(35): p. 36.

FST-1 (TANK)


GAMBLERS--COUNSELING


GAS MASKS


GATES COMMISSION REPORT


GENERAL DOUGLAS MACARTHUR LEADERSHIP AWARD


GENERAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION

Army says 'no' to 11th-hour General Dynamics offer. Army Times; Dec. 12, 1988; 49(18): p. 38.

GENERAL OFFICERS


Services need 35 percent more generals, admirals, study says. Army Times; Jul. 11, 1988; 48(48): p. 4.

GENERATORS


Wiltron company to make generators. Army Times; Jun 6' 88; 48(46): p. 34.

GERMAN CROSS OF HONOR

Engineer receives rare German cross. Army Times; May 16, 1988; 48(40): p. 32.

GERMANY--BERLIN ORIENTATION TOURS


GERMANY--MILITARY LIFE--ECONOMIC CONDITIONS


GI BILL

See "Veterans--Education or Montgomery GI Bill, 1984"

GOLDEN KNIGHTS ARMY PARACHUTE TEAM


GOVERNMENT CONSULTANTS

Audit agency wants tighter rein on consultants. Army Times; Nov. 21, 1988; 49(15): p. 35.

GRAMM-RUDMAN ACT

See "Appropriations and Expenditures--Defense Department"
GRAY EAGLES
Retiree group formed to teach foreign-military forces. Army Times; Apr. 25, 1988; 48(37): p. 54.

GRAY, RONALD ADRIAN

GUARDIAN SEE HU-25A (AIRCRAFT)

GUIDED MISSILES

GUIDED MISSILES--EARTH PENETRATOR

GUIDED MISSILES--SUBMARINE LAUNCH

GUIDED MISSILES--TESTING

HANDGUNS

HAWAII--BANKING LAW
Say "aloha" to your wheels on leaving Hawaii. Army Times; May 2, 1988; 48(38): p. 37.
HAWK (MISSILE)

German visit to promote Hawk Missile replacement. Army Times; May 23, 1988; 48(41): p. 40.


HAWKEYE See E-2C (AIRCRAFT)

HAY GROUP REPORT


HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES--DISPOSAL


Army to burn material tainted with dioxin. Army Times; Jul. 18, 1988; 48(49): p. 50.


HEAVY EXPANDED MOBILITY TACTICAL TRUCK (HEMTT)


HELIICOPTER ENGINES--PROCUREMENT

HELICOPTER ENGINES--THEFT

HELICOPTERS

HELICOPTERS--ACCIDENTS--HONDURAS
Cause of copter crash fatal to 5 in Honduras still being investigated. Army Times; Dec. 26, 1988; 49(20): p. 16.

HELICOPTERS--LANDING ON CARRIERS

HELICOPTERS--PROCUREMENT

HELICOPTERS--SAFETY MEASURES

HELICOPTERS--SALVAGE

HELICOPTERS--SOVIET UNION

HELLFIRE (MISSILE)
House panel may up ante for antiarmor missiles. Army Times; Apr. 25, 1988; 48(37): p. 34.


New Hellfire to combat reactive armor. Army Times; Sep. 26, 1988; 49(7): p. 35.

HEMTT SEE HEAVY EXPANDED MOBILITY TACTICAL TRUCK (HEMTT)

HERITAGE FOUNDATION


HIGH MOBILITY MULTIPURPOSE WHEELED VEHICLE (HMMWV)


HIP SEE M109 (HOWITZER)

HIT-AND-RUN DRIVERS


HMMWV SEE HIGH MOBILITY MULTIPURPOSE WHEELED VEHICLE (HMMWV)

HOME-BASED BUSINESSES


HOMOSEXUALS


HOMOSEXUALS--VETERANS--LAW AND LEGISLATION


HONDURAS--FOREIGN RELATIONS--NICARAGUA


HONDURAS--FOREIGN RELATIONS--U. S.


HONOR GRADUATES--ARMY


HONORABLE ORDER OF ST. GEORGE


HOSPITALS


HOSPITALS--FRAUD
SEE INSURANCE CRIMES

HOUSES--DESIGNS AND PLANS

HOUSING COST SURVEYS
Errors noted in housing-cost survey replies. Army Times; May 9, 1988; 48(39): p. 9.

HOUSING--SECURITY DEPOSITS
Veto ends rent deposit guarantee test run. Army Times; Aug. 29, 1988; 49(3): p. 3.

HOWITZERS

HU-25A (AIRCRAFT)

HUGHES TROPHY AWARD

HUMANITARIAN SERVICES--ARMY--CENTRAL AMERICA
HUMANITARIAN SERVICES--ARMY--COSTA RICA
Kobbe shows 'em how. Army Times; May 9, 1988; 48(39): p. 27.

HUMANITARIAN SERVICES--ARMY--HONDURAS
A lot of heart. Army Times; May 9, 1988; 48(39): p. 27.

HVM SEE HYPERVELOCITY MISSILE (HVM)

HYPERVELOCITY MISSILE (HVM)

HYPERVELOCITY MISSILE (HVM)--TESTING

IDENTIFICATION FRIEND OR FOE DEVICES (IFF)

IFF SEE IDENTIFICATION FRIEND OR FOE DEVICES (IFF)

IMA SEE INDIVIDUAL MOBILIZATION AUGMENTEE (IMA) PROGRAM
IMPACT AID

SEE EDUCATION--IMPACT AID

IMPORTED VEHICLE SAFETY ACT


INCAPACITATION PAY--LAW AND LEGISLATION


INCOME TAX--DEDUCTIONS


INCOME TAX--DEDUCTIONS--BUSINESS EXPENSES


INCOME TAX--OVERSEAS CIVILIAN EMPLOYEES


INDIVIDUAL MOBILIZATION AUGMENTEE (IMA) PROGRAM


INDIVIDUAL READY RESERVE (IRR)

Board to consider ready reserve upgrades to staff sergeant through sergeant major. Army Times; Aug. 8, 1988; 48(52): p. 8.
INF SEEN INTERMEDIATE RANGE NUCLEAR FORCES TREATY (INF)

INFANTRY


INSECT BAITS AND REPELLENTS


INSIGNIA--ARMY--CORPS OF ENGINEERS


INSIGNIA--ARMY--SELECTIVE SERVICE SYSTEM


INSTALLATION FUNDS


INSTALLATION FUNDS SEE PENTAGON--INSTALLATION FUNDS
INSURANCE


INSURANCE CRIME:


INTER-VEHICLE INFORMATION SYSTEM (IVIS)


INTERMEDIATE RANGE NUCLEAR FORCES TREATY


INTERMEDIATE RANGE NUCLEAR FORCES TREATY--INSPECTIONS


INTERNATIONAL BOESELKER CUP

Pushing yourself in Germany. Army Times; Aug. 6, 1988; 48(47): p. 22.

INTREPID SEA-AIR-SPACE MUSEUM, NEW YORK


INVolUNTARY SEPARATIONS

Fighting to get back in. Army Times; Oct. 10, 1988; 49(9): p. 36.

IN VOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS

NCOs who don't meet new standards face ouster. Army Times; Sep. 26, 1988; 49(7): p. 3.


IN VOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS--OFFICERS

260 officers will get an early boot. Army Times; Nov. 28, 1988; 49(16): p. 3.


Most passed-over lieutenants will be able to get out early. Army Times; Jun. 6, 1988; 48(43): p. 18.

IN VOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS--RESERVE COMPONENTS


Released reserve officers advised to appeal. Army Times; May 2, 1988; 48(38): p. 4.

IRAN--FOREIGN RELATIONS

Iran-not sensible or rational-could widen the war. Army Times; May 9, 1988; 48(39): p. 21.


Military action against Iran begs a bigger question. Army Times; May 2, 1988; 48(38): p. 25.

IRAN-CONTRA AFFAIR


IRAN-IRAQ WAR, 1980-

...but the U. S. is walking away in good condition. Army Times; Aug. 8, 1988; 48(52): p. 23.

In the Gulf war, it's hard to tell the winner... Army Times; Aug. 8, 1988; 48(52): p. 23.
IRANIAN AIR FLIGHT 655 DISASTER, 1988


IRELAND, NORTHERN--DEFENSE CONTRACTS--DISCRIMINATION


IRON HORSE (TRAIN)


ISRAEL--ARMED FORCES

In the shadow of war. Army Times; Aug. 15, 1988; 49(1): p. 27.

ITI SECURITY COMPANY


IVIS SEE INTER-VEHICLE INFORMATION SYSTEM (IVIS)

JOINT COMMAND--MEDICAL CARE


JOINT DUTY


Hill reaction awaited to joint-duty proposal. Army Times; May 16, 1988; 48(40): p. 3.


Panel agrees to ease some joint-duty rules. Army Times; Jul. 18, 1988; 48(49): p. 3.

Pentagon plan would cut some billets needed to satisfy joint-duty regulations. Army Times; May 30, 1988; 48(42): p. 3.


Schools should stress joint issues, panel told. Army Times; May 23, 1988; 48(41): p. 11.


Veto shakes ground under joint-duty, officer limit records. Army Times; Aug. 15, 1988; 49(1).

**JOINT DUTY--OFFICERS**


**JOINT DUTY--STRATEGIC STUDIES**


**JOINT FEDERAL TRAVEL REGULATIONS--DEFENSE DEPARTMENT**

Frequent federal fliers must turn in credits. Army Times; May 2, 1988; 48(38): p. 21.

**JOINT READINESS TRAINING CENTER, FORT CHAFFEE, ARK**


Center’s early mark are high. Army Times; Oct. 10, 1988; 49(9): p. 20.


JOINT TACTICAL COMMAND, CONTROL AND COMMUNICATIONS AGENCY

Joint C3 chief to retire. Army Times; Aug. 8, 1988; 48(52): p. 28.

JOINT TASK FORCE BRAVO


JURY


K209 SYSTEM


KORB, LAWRENCE J.


KOREA


KOREA--FOREIGN RELATIONS--U. S.


KOREA--LICENSE AGREEMENTS

Inter-country arms production under the gun. Army Times; May 23, 1988; 48(41): p. 35.
LANCE (MISSILE)

LANGUAGE PROFICIENCY PAY--ARMY
If you are a linguist, don’t pass by the chance for extra pay, verstehen? Army Times; Sep. 12, 1988; 49(5): p. 4.

LASERS

LATCHKEY CHILDREN

LAWYERS--MALPRACTICE

LAWYERS--soviet union

LEAVE OF ABSENCE, PARENTING
Special leave for parenting gets thumbs down from commanders. Army Times; May 2, 1988; 48(38): p. 4.

LEDFO RD, FRANK F. 1934-
LEE, CONNIE S.


LEICM AWARD

LEICM AWARD

LESBIANS


LETTERMAN ARMY MEDICAL CENTER, SAN FRANCISCO, CA

Army changes thinking, won't close Letterman. Army Times; Apr. 25, 1988; 48(37): p. 25.


LHX

SEE LIGHT HELICOPTER, EXPERIMENTAL (LHX)

LIC

SEE LOW INTENSITY CONFLICT (LIC)

LIGHT HELICOPTER, EXPERIMENTAL (LHX)

Army develops LHX funding program. Army Times; May 9, 1988; 48(39): p. 32.


Contractors drop out of LHX team. Army Times; Nov. 7, 1988; 49(13): p. 34.


**LIGHT HELICOPTER, EXPERIMENTAL (LHX) -- ARMAMENT**


**LIGHT TACFIRE SEE LIGHTWEIGHT TACTICAL FIRE DIRECTION SYSTEM**

**LIGHTWEIGHT TACTICAL FIRE DIRECTION SYSTEM (LIGHT TACFIRE)**


**LINGUISTICS (MILITARY OCCUPATIONAL SPECIALTY)**


**LODGING PLUS PER DIEM SYSTEM**


**LONG RANGE WEAPONS**


**LOTTERY**


The numbers game. Army Times; May 2, 1988; 48(38): p. 23.
LOW INTENSITY CONFLICT (LIC)


LYONS, JAMES A.


M109 (HOWITZER)


Improved 155mm howitzer delivered to testing. Army Times; Apr. 25, 1988; 48(37): p. 33.

M1A1 BLOCK II SEE M1A2 MBT (TANK)

M1A3 MBT (TANK) SEE M1A3 MBT (TANK)

M1A1 MBT (TANK)

Extra-tough hulls to ensure survival of M1A1 in combat. Army Times; Mar. 28, 1988; 48(33): p. 35.


Senate panel votes money to buy 60 M1A1s for guard. Army Times; May 23, 1988; 48(41): p. 46.

M1A1 MBT (TANK)--ACCIDENTS


M1A1 MBT (TANK)--SALES

Congress told of M1 sale during Egyptian visit. Army Times; Apr. 11, 1988; 48(35): p. 32.

Smooth ride expected for M1 sale to Egypt. Army Times; May 16, 1988; 48(40): p. 32.

**M1A2 MBT (TANK)**


**M1A3 MBT (TANK)**


**M60A3 (TANK)--ARMOR**

M60 tank to acquire coat of reactive armor tiles to defeat shaped charges. Army Times; Nov. 14, 1988; 49(14): p. 34.

**M9 ARMORED COMBAT EARTHMOVER (ACE)**

New M9 combat earthmover is fast mover. Army Times; Jun. 6, 1988; 48(43): p. 29.

**MACMAN SEE MCDONNELL ANTHROPOMETRIC COMPUTERIZED MAN (MACHAN)**

**MADIGAN ARMY MEDICAL CENTER, FORT LEWIS, WA**


**MAHONEY, LARRY V.**


**MALE NURSES**

MALPRACTICE


MANDATE FOR LEADERSHIP (REPORT)


MANEUVERS--HONDURAS


MANEUVERS--PANAMA


MANPOWER PLANNING--ARMED FORCES


MANPOWER REDUCTION

600 Army officers facing ouster, Ono says. Army Times; Mar. 21, 1988; 48(31): p. 31.
Active troops to drop by 500. Army Times; May 23, 1988; 48(41): p. 2.
Analysts beat war drums for personnel cuts. Army Times; Mar. 28, 1988; 48(33): p. 44.
Early out papers due. Army Times; May 23, 1988; 48(41): p. 53.


MANPOWER REDUCTION--AIR FORCE


MANPOWER REDUCTION--ARMED FORCES

Bloated officer corps issue not dead in spite of delay in cuts, panel says. Army Times; May 9, 1988; 48(39): p. 3.


Joint chiefs balking at proposed staff cuts. Army Times; Sep. 26, 1988; 49(7): p. 3.


Panel ok's cuts. Army Times; May 9, 1988; 48(39): p. 2.

MANPOWER REDUCTION--ARMED FORCES--OFFICERS

25% of recent officer growth called non-essential to war. Army Times; Mar. 2, 1988; 48(32): p. 3.

Carlucci asks Congress to rescind officer cuts, banned in next two years. Army Times; Mar. 21, 1988; 48(32): p. 3.

Despite respite, Pentagon asks early retirement power. Army Times; May 9, 1988; 48(39): p. 3.

DOD convinces house panel officer cuts must end. Army Times; Apr. 11, 1988; 48(35): p. 3.


**MANPOWER REDUCTION--ARMY--EUROPE**

More observers seen as way to reduce forces sizes. Army Times; Dec. 12, 1988; 49(18): p. 7.

**MANPOWER REDUCTION--CIVIL SERVICE**


**MANPOWER REDUCTION--DEFENSE DEPARTMENT**


**MANPOWER REDUCTION--DEFENSE DEPARTMENT--MULTISERVICE COMMANDS**


**MANPOWER REDUCTION--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS**

Army to cut 900 to 1,000 substandard NCOs. Army Times; May 2, 1988; 48(38): p. 3.

Budget cut could chop 4,000 NCO's. Army Times; Sep. 5, 1988; 49(4): p. 3.

Management change tough on some NCOs. Army Times; Aug. 8, 1988; 48(52): p. 4.


**MANPOWER REDUCTION--OFFICERS**


Army plans to reduce procurement officers. Army Times; Sep. 5, 1988; 49(4): p. 27.


Officer early-out program nets more releases than expected. Army Times; Jul. 18, 1988; 48(49): p. 36.

Pentagon plan would cut some billets needed to satisfy joint-duty regulations. Army Times; May 30, 1988; 48(42): p. 3.


We got their attention on officer cuts, Glenn says. Army Times; Aug. 8, 1988; 48(52): p. 17.

MANPOWER REDUCTION--PROGRAM EXECUTIVE OFFICER (PEO)

Third of program management officers to go in acquisition system streamline. Army Times; Nov. 14, 1988; 49(14): p. 34.

MANPOWER REDUCTION--RESERVE COMPONENTS


Panel ok's cuts. Army Times; May 9, 1988; 48(39): p. 2.

Panel ok's cuts. Army Times; May 9, 1988; 48(39): p. 2.


MANPOWER--ARMED FORCES


Spec alty numbers don't tell the whole story, officials contend. Army Times; Aug. 8, 1988; 48(52): p. 6.

MANPOWER--ARMY

Force size will stay steady to mid-90's, planners predict. Army Times; Oct. 10, 1988; 49(9): p. 4.

MANPOWER--RESERVE COMPONENTS

Force size will stay steady to mid-90's, planners predict. Army Times; Oct. 10, 1988; 49(9): p. 4.
Force size will stay steady to mid-90’s, planners predict. Army Times; Oct. 10, 1988; 49(9): p. 4.

MARINE CORPS--ORGANIZATION


MARINE CORPS--PANAMA


Marines guarding fuel farm have rough week. Army Times; Apr. 25, 1988; 48(37): p. 10.

MARKSMANSHIP  SEE  SHOOTING

MARRIED COUPLES  SEE  DUAL CAREER MILITARY COUPLES

MARSH, JOHN OTTO, JR., 1926-

Marsh, Vuono attack any more officer cuts. Army Times; 04/14/88; 48(31): p. 3.

MAVERICK (MISSILE)

House panel may up ante for antiarmor missiles. Army Times; Apr. 25, 1988; 48(47): p. 34.

MCCONNELL ANTHROPOMETRIC COMPUTERIZED MAN (MACMAN)


MEALS READY TO EAT (MRE)

Sounding off on MREs. Army Times; May 2, 1988; 48(38): p. 67.

MEDAL OF HONOR


MEDICAL CARE


Hill panel ok's fund shift to personnel program. Army Times; May 30, 1988; 48(42): p. 3.


Pentagon told to include fees for family, retiree health care. Army Times; Dec. 19, 1988; 49(19): p. 3.


MEDICAL COOPERATION


MEDICAL INNOVATIONS

Health agencies meet to beat red tape. Army Times; May 23, 1988; 48(41): p. 17.

MEDICAL PERSONNEL, ENLISTED--PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.

Higher pay pushed to keep medical professionals. Army Times; Nov. 28, 1988; 49(16): p. 16.

MEDICAL PERSONNEL--RESERVE COMPONENTS--TRAINING


MEDICAL RECORDS--VETERANS ADMINISTRATION


MEDICAL SCREENING


MEDICARE


MEDICINE


Son's death prompts mother to campaign for military reforms. Army Times; May 16, 1988; 48(40): p. 64.

MEDICINE--LAW AND LEGISLATION


MEDIUM SURFACE-TO-AIR MISSILE (MSAM)


MEMORY


MEN NURSES  SEE  MALE NURSES

MERCHANT SEAMEN

21,000 World War II seamen seek vets status. Army Times; Apr. 4, 1988; 48(33): p. 11.

MICROWAVE MILLIMETER WAVE MONOLITHIC INTEGRATED CIRCUITS (MIMIC)

MIMIC awards are announced. Army Times; Jun. 6, 1988; 48(43): p. 34.

MIDDLE EAST--POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT


MILAN (MISSILE)

Army told to select antitank weapon. Army Times; Apr. 18, 1988; 48(36): p. 35.
MILITARY ACADEMY, WEST POINT, NY

Academy looks ahead to role in 21st century. Army Times; May 9, 1988; 48(39): p. 12.


West Point leads academies in grads' post-service income. Army Times; May 2, 1988; 48(38): p. 27.


MILITARY ACADEMY, WEST POINT, NY--ACCIDENTS


MILITARY ACADEMY, WEST POINT, NY--ADDRESSES, ESSAYS, LECTURES


MILITARY ACADEMY, WEST POINT, NY--CADETS


MILITARY ACADEMY, WEST POINT, NY--GRADUATES


"Goat" graduates-barely-with $938 in pocket. Army Times; Jun. 6, 1988; 48(43): p. 44.


MILITARY ACADEMY, WEST POINT, NY--HONOR CODE


MILITARY ASSISTANCE, AMERICAN--ISRAEL

MILITARY BASES--DEACTIVATION

Creation of panel may break impasse over base closings. Army Times; May 16, 1988; 48(40): p. 6.
House gives Pentagon broad power to shut bases. Army Times; Jul. 25, 1988; 48(50).
Senate: take it or leave it on base closings. Army Times; May 23, 1988; 48(41): p. 22.

MILITARY BASES--PHILIPPINES


MILITARY CLUB MANAGERS


MILITARY CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS--APPROPRIATIONS AND EXPENDITURES

MILITARY CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS--ARMED FORCES


MILITARY CONSTRUCTION OPERATIONS--ARMY


MILITARY DEPENDENTS


Congress rejects plan to make more eligible for family benefits. Army Times; Jul, 18 '88; 48(49): p. 16.


MILITARY DEPENDENTS--ADOPTEES--INSURANCE


MILITARY DEPENDENTS--DENTAL CARE


MILITARY DEPENDENTS--EMPLOYMENT


MILITARY DEPENDENTS--HOSPITAL CARE


MILITARY DEPENDENTS--MEDICAL CARE


MILITARY DEPENDENTS--MEDICAL CARE--EUROPE

Experiment with civilian hospitals abroad gets high marks; set to expand. Army Times; Dec. 12, 1988; 49(18): p. 4.


MILITARY DEPENDENTS--MEDICAL CARE--GERMANY


MILITARY DEPENDENTS--PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS

Deployment causes fear, anger in some left behind. Army Times; Mar. 28, 1988; 48(33): p. 4.

MILITARY DEPENDENTS--TAX CREDITS


MILITARY DEPENDENTS--TRAVEL


Student travel to cost more. Army Times; Aug. 8, 1988; 48(52): p. 2.

MILITARY DISCHARGE


MILITARY DISCHARGE--DRUG ABUSE


MILITARY DISCHARGE--EARLY RELEASE


MILITARY DISCHARGE--HOMOSEXUALS


MILITARY DISCIPLINE


MILITARY EDUCATION--JOINT SERVICE OPERATIONS


MILITARY EDUCATION--MASTER WARRANT OFFICERS


MILITARY EDUCATION--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS


Senior NCO school list will come out earlier than planned. Army Times; Aug. 29, 1988; 49(3): p. 10.


MILITARY EDUCATION--OFFICERS

Board to select for command, staff college. Army Times; May 16, 1988; 48(40): p. 7.

MILITARY EDUCATION--SERVICE SCHOOLS AND WAR COLLEGES

Officers debate teaching methods at service schools. Army Times; May 16, 1988; 48(40): p. 3.

MILITARY ETHICS


Where are the bad guys in this ugly business? Army Times; Jul. 25, 1988; 48(50): p. 70.

MILITARY INTELLIGENCE--RESERVE COMPONENTS


MILITARY LIFE


'Telling it like it is:' sociologist Charles Moskos isn’t afraid to answer the tough questions. Army Times; Mar. 14, 1988; 48(31): p. 53.

Unmarried service members think they are getting a raw deal. Army Times; Mar. 7, 1988; 48(30): p. 65.
MILITARY LIFE--JAPAN--ECONOMIC CONDITIONS


MILITARY LIFE--PACIFIC AREA--ECONOMIC CONDITIONS


MILITARY LIFE--PANAMA


MILITARY OCCUPATIONAL SPECIALTIES--OFFICERS


MILITARY OCCUPATIONAL SPECIALTIES--RECLASSIFICATION

Over 15,000 in Signal Corps will have to switch specialties. Army Times; Dec. 26, 1988; 49(20): p. 8.

Personnel record specialty jammed; 2,000 will be asked to switch skills. Army Times; Aug. 1, 1988; 48(51): p. 3.


MILITARY PERSONNEL--TRAVEL REGULATIONS


MILITARY POLICY


MILITARY POST SCHOOLS

SEE DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE DEPENDENT SCHOOLS (DODDS)
MILITARY POSTS AND COMMUNITY


MILITARY RETIREMENT FUND


MILITARY SERVICE, COMPULSORY


MILITARY SERVICE, VOLUNTARY


MILITARY SERVICE, VOLUNTARY--SOVIET UNION


MILITARY SPOUSE PREFERENCE

Congress has good news, bad news on jobs for spouses. Army Times; Jul. 25, 1988; 48(50): p. 22.

MILITARY TELEPHONE

Telephone testing still on hold. Army Times; Jun. 6, 1988; 48(43): p. 34.
MILITARY VANGUARD AWARDS


MILITARY WHISTLE BLOWERS PROTECTION ACT, 1989


MILITARY-INDUSTRIAL COMPLEX


MIMIC SEE MICROWAVE MILLIMETER WAVE MONOLITHIC INTEGRATED CIRCUITS (MIMIC)

MINORITIES

Group forms to push interests of minority, women officers. Army Times; Nov. 21, 1988; 49(15): p. 28.


MINORITY OFFICERS ASSOCIATION

Group forms to push interests of minority, women officers. Army Times; Nov. 21, 1988; 49(15): p. 28.

MISSISSIPPI RIVER


MLRS SEE MULTIPLE LAUNCH ROCKET SYSTEM (MLRS)

MOBILE INTEGRATED THREAT TEST


MOBILE SUBSCRIBER EQUIPMENT (MSE)


Telephone testing still on hold. Army Times; Jun. 6, 1988; 48(43): p. 34.

MONTGOMERY GI BILL, 1984


Change in GI bill would let students drop courses once without penalty. Army Times; Jun. 6, 1988; 48(43): p. 12.


How to take advantage of the GI bill. Army Times; May 9, 1988; 48(39): p. 61.


Soldiers find education benefits they expected will not be coming. Army Times; Jul. 25, 1988; 48(50): p. 3.


Montgomery GI Bill, Amendments, 1988

Moonlighting

When two paychecks turn into one. Army Times; Oct. 31, 1988; 49(12): p. 50.


Morale, Welfare and Recreation Activities (MWR)
Energy savings would aid MWR. Army Times; May 23, 1988; 48(41): p. 47.


Morale, Welfare and Recreation Activities (MWR)--Appropriations and Expenditures
House panel votes less spending for clubs. Army Times; Je 20, 1988; 48(45): p. 43.


Mortars (Ordinance)--Israel
Selection of Israeli mortar expected to spark lobbying. Army Times; Apr. 25, 1988; 48(37): p. 4.

Mortars (Ordinance)--Procurement
MOVING, HOUSEHOLD


MOVING, HOUSEHOLD--BOATS


MOVING, HOUSEHOLD--COSTS

Household allowance to increase for some. Army Times; Jul. 4, 1988; 48(47): p. 3.
Panel ok's plan to reduce household moving costs. Army Times; Jun. 6, 1988; 48(43): p. 3.

MOVING, HOUSEHOLD--DAMAGES


MRE SEE MEALS READY TO EAT (MRE)

MSAM (MISSILE) SEE MEDIUM SURFACE-TO-AIR MISSILE (MSAM)

MSE SEE MOBILE SUBSCRIBER EQUIPMENT (MSE)

MULBERRY ISLAND RUN, FORT EUSTIS, VA

MULTIPLE LAUNCH ROCKET SYSTEM (MLRS)


MLRS revamping put at 11.6 billion. Army Times; Aug. 8, 1988; 48(52): p. 28.


Oklahoma unit first in guard with MLRS. Army Times; May 16, 1988; 48(40): p. 33.


MURDER


MURPHY, JAMES THOMAS


MX (MISSILE)


NATIONAL ECONOMIC COMMISSION


NATIONAL TRAINING CENTER (NTC), FORT IRWIN, CA


Riding with "Soviets" shows war from other side. Army Times; Apr. 25, 1988; 48(37): p. 28.

NATIONAL VIETNAM VETERANS REAJUSTMENT STUDY


NATO SEE NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO)

NAVATEX LABORATORIES INC.


NCO ADVANCED COURSE


NCO BASIC COURSE SEE NCO PRIMARY LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT COURSE

NCO PRIMARY LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT COURSE


NCOER SEE NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICER EVALUATION REPORTS (NCOER)

NEC SEE NATIONAL ECONOMIC COMMISSION (NEC)

NICHOLS, WILLIAM, 1918-1988

NICHOLSON, ARTHUR O., LTC, G. 1985


NIGHT SURVEILLANCE SYSTEM


NIGHT VISION DEVICES


NIGHT VISION DEVICES--TANKS


NIGHT VISION GOGGLES  SEE  AN-PVS-7B (NIGHT VISION GOGGLES)

NINTH INFANTRY DIVISION


NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICER EDUCATION SYSTEM


NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICER EVALUATION SYSTEM


NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICER MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS ASSOCIATION


NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS EVALUATION REPORTS (NCOER)


NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO)


It's time for us to stop being "Uncle Sucker". Army Times; Je 20, 1988; 48(45): p. 33.

NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO)--ARMED FORCES

Anglo-German unit vetoed. Army Times; Nov. 28, 1988; 49(16): p. 27.

NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO)--DEFENSES

No room for barter on central front, NATO leader says. Army Times; Nov. 21, 1988; 49(15): p. 38.

NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO)--EQUIPMENT--TESTING


NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO)--FLIGHT TRAINING


NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO)--GERMANY

No German role outside NATO. Army Times; Jul. 11, 1988; 48(46): p. 38.
NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO)--MANPOWER REDUCTION

More observers seen as way to reduce forces sizes. Army Times; Dec. 12, 1988; 49(18): p. 7.

NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO)--MILITARY POLICY


NORTH ATLANTIC TREATY ORGANIZATION (NATO)--NUCLEAR WEAPONS


NORTH VIETNAM--FOREIGN RELATIONS--U.S.


NORTHROP CORPORATION


NOTCH BABIES SEE SOCIAL SECURITY--LAW AND LEGISLATION

NMC SEE NATIONAL TRAINING CENTER (NTC), FORT IRWIN, CA

NUCLEAR REACTORS--DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION


NUCLEAR WEAPONS--TESTING--SOVIET UNION

NURSES AND NURSING--SALARIES, PENSIONS, ETC.

Higher pay pushed to keep medical professionals. Army Times; Nov. 28, 1988; 49(16): p. 16.


OBESITY


OH-58A (HELICOPTER)--ACCIDENTS


OH-58D (HELICOPTER)


OH-58D (HELICOPTER)--MAST MOUNTED SIGHT


OKINAWA, BATTLE OF, 1945


OMNIBUS DRUG INITIATIVE ACT OF 1988


ONE HUNDRED FIRST AIRBORNE DIVISION (AIR ASSAULT)


ONE HUNDRED TWENTY-FIRST ENGINEER BATTALION


OPERATION RESCUE

The POW hunt. Army Times; May 23, 1988; 48(41): p. 73.

OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION AGENCY


ORDER OF ST. GEORGE AWARD


ORPHANAGES


OSPREY SEE V-22 (TILT ROTOR AIRCRAFT)

OUTSTANDING UNIT AWARD 1987 (ARMY AVIATION ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA)


OVERSEAS TOURS


OVERSEAS TOURS--EUROPE


OVERSEAS TOURS--GERMANY


OVERSEAS TOURS--HOUSING BENEFITS


OVERSEAS TOURS--MILITARY DEPENDENTS

Budget cuts, politics been threatening to reduce military families in Europe. Army Times; Oct. 24, 1988; 49(11): p. 3.

Hill still working to reduce number of families overseas. Army Times; Sep. 12, 1988; 49(5): p. 34.


OVERSEAS TOURS--PANAMA


Tours in Panama are shortened. Army Times; Sep. 26, 1988; 49(7): p. 9.

OVERSEAS TOURS--RESERVE COMPONENTS


Rotation considered. Army Times; May 9, 1988; 48(39): p. 2.

Rotations considered. Army Times; May 9, 1988; 48(39): p. 2.
PAISLEY, MELVYN


PANAMA--FOREIGN RELATIONS--U. S.


PARENTING LEAVE OF ABSENCE SEE LEAVE OF ABSENCE, PARENTING

Patriot (Missile)

Advanced patriot program gets high-level support. Army Times; Sep. 12, 1988; 49(5): p. 29.


Pay, allowances, etc.

Don't wait too long to reduce pay gap. Army Times; Mar. 7, 1988; 48(30): p. 3.

House panel wants pay raise to be 4 percent. Army Times; Jun. 13, 1988; 48(44): p. 3.


Warning signs' seen from military pay lag. Army Times; May 2, 1988; 48(38): p. 6.
PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.--ARMED FORCES


Assistant Secretary Green: the biggest future issue will be pay (interview). Army times; Nov. 21, 1988; 49(15): p. 4.


Carlucci wants military leaders to sell 1989 raise to lawmakers. Army Times; Apr. 11, 1988; 48(34): p. 43.


Congress may put two lumps of sugar in pay pot. Army Times; Jun. 20, 1988; 48(45): p. 3.


For some Oct 1 payday may be a pain. Army Times; Sep. 12, 1988; 49(5): p. 3.

GAO's Ferber--Keep service members on active duty longer. Army Times; Dec. 12, 1988; 49(18): p. 32.


Hill panel ok's fund shift to personnel program. Army Times; May 30, 1988; 48(42): p. 3.


House plan to swap pay for allowances may prove a mistake. Army Times; Apr. 25, 1988; 48(37): p. 3.


Household allowance to increase for some. Army Times; Jul. 4, 1988; 48(47): p. 3.


Moving allowances issue may divide white house, DOD. Army times; May 9, 1988; 48(39): p. 1.


The pressures on pay. Army Times; Dec. 12, 1988; 49(18): p. 32.


Shift may inconvenience up to 105,000 soldiers. Army Times; Sep. 12, 1988; 49(5): p. 3.

Top officers, enlisted lose most in VHA shuffle. Army Times; Mar. 28, 1988; 48(34): p. 23.

White House trims planned pay raise to 3.6 percent. Army Times; Dec. 26, 1988; 49(20): p. 3.


PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.--ARMY NURSE CORPS

Bonuses, rank recommended to attract more nurses to Army. Army Times; Sep. 5, 1988; 49(4): p. 6.

PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.--MILITARY DEPENDENTS


PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS


PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.--OVERPAYMENT


PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.--RESERVE COMPONENTS


PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.--SPECIAL-DUTY ASSIGNMENT PAY


PENSIONS

21,000 World War II seamen seek vets status. Army Times; Apr. 4, 1988; 48(34): p. 11.

PENTAGON MEDITATION CLUB


PENTAGON OFFICERS ATHLETIC CLUB


PENTAGON--INSTALLATION FUNDS


PENTAGON--MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR


PEO SEE PROGRAM EXECUTIVE OFFICER (PEO)
PERINATAL OBSTETRICS

PERSCOM SEE TOTAL ARMY PERSONNEL COMMAND (PERSCOM)

PERSHING II (MISSILE)


PERSIAN GULF REGION
Public relations decision placed Navy in harm's way. Army Times; May 9, 1988; 48(39): p. 21.


PERSIAN GULF REGION--DEFENSES


Public relations decision placed Navy in harm's way. Army Times; May 9, 1988; 48(39): p. 21.


PERSIAN GULF REGION--MILITARY POLICY
Allies, arms in the power equation. Army Times; May 23, 1988; 48(41): p. 27.
PERSONNEL FILES


Who else can see your records? Army Times; Nov. 7, 1988; 49(13): p. 73.

PHYSICAL TRAINING--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS


PHYSICAL TRAINING--SOVIET UNION


PHYSICIAN ASSISTANTS


PHYSICIANS--CERTIFICATION

Background checks are inadequate on military doctors, report charges. Army Times; Aug. 8, 1988; 48(52): p. 6.

PHYSICIANS--LICENSES


PHYSICIANS--QUALIFICATIONS

Fourth of doctors say they are not specialty qualified. Army Times; Aug. 22, 1988; 49(2): p. 11.

PHYSICIANS--SALARIES, PENSIONS, ETC.

Bill would reward doctors with 8-year service minimum. Army Times; May 16, 1988; 48(40): p. 4.

Doctors in critical specialties due incentives. Army Times; Mar. 28, 1988; 48(33): p. 3.

Higher pay pushed to keep medical professionals. Army Times; Nov. 28, 1988; 49(16): p. 16.


**PHYSICIANS--SUPPLY AND DEMAND**

Women-oriented specialties fail to make medical shortage list. Army Times; May 16, 1988; 48(40): p. 4.

**PISTOLS--TESTING**


**PIVADS**  SEE  **PRODUCT IMPROVED VULCAN AIR DEFENSE SYSTEM (PIVADS)**

**PLANNING--ARMY**


**PLRS**  SEE  **POSITION LOCATION AND REPORTING SYSTEM (PLRS)**

**PAD**  SEE  **STINGER (MISSILE)**

**POAC**  SEE  **PENTAGON OFFICERS ATHLETIC CLUB (POAC)**

**POSITION LOCATION AND REPORTING SYSTEM (PLRS)**

POSITION LOCATION EQUIPMENT


POST EXCHANGES (PX)


POST-TRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER (PTSD)


POTTERY--LEAD CONTENT


POWELL, COLIN LUTHER, 1937-

Kemp touts Powell as VP choice for Bush presidential campaign. Army Times; Jul. 18, 1988; 48(49): p. 3.


PRESIDENTIAL CANDIDATES--PUBLIC OPINION POLLS


PRESIDENTIAL RANK AWARDS, 1988


PRIMARIES

PRIMARY LEADERSHIP DEVELOPMENT COURSE (PLDC)


PRISONERS OF WAR MEDAL


PRISONERS OF WAR MEDAL--RITEs AND CEREMONIES


PRISONERS OF WAR--SOVIET UNION


PRIVACY, RIGHT OF


PROCUREMENT--ARMY


PROCUREMENT--DEFENSE DEPARTMENT


PROCUREMENT--FRAUD


**PROCUREMENT--FRAUD--DEFENSE DEPARTMENT**

First reaction: "there must be some mistake". Army Times; Jul. 4, 1988; 48(47): p. 8.


**PROCUREMENT--MILITARY POLICY**

Ideas differ on coping with defense spending freeze. Army Times; Jul. 4, 1988; 43(47): p. 34.

**PROCUREMENT--PENTAGON**


**PRODUCT IMPROVED VULCAN AIR DEFENSE SYSTEMS (PIVADS)**


**PROJECT SPIRIT AWARD--FORT BENNING, GA**


**PROMOTIONS SEE ALSO TRANSITIONS IN EACH ISSUE**

**PROMOTIONS--ARMED FORCES**

Frocking reduced to bare necessity. Army Times; Apr. 11, 1988; 48(35): p. 36.

**PROMOTIONS--JOINT SERVICES DUTY--ARMY**

PROMOTIONS--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS


Vuono expected to order link between NCO training, stripes. Army Times; Sep. 5, 1988; 49(4): p. 3.

PROMOTIONS--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS--EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS

Education to be key. Army Times; Jun. 6, 1988; 48(43): p. 2.

PROMOTIONS--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS--QUALIFICATIONS


PROMOTIONS--OFFICERS


PROMOTIONS--OFFICERS--RESERVE FORCES


PROMOTIONS--WARRANT OFFICERS

Career status, tenure to be streamlined. Army Times; Nov. 28, 1988; 49(16): p. 4.

PSYCHIATRISTS

Service psychiatrists will treat the homeless, get "much-needed skills". Army Times; Aug. 29, 1988; 49(3): p. 18.

PSYCHOLOGICAL WARFARE (MILITARY OCCUPATIONAL SPECIALTY)

Psychological ops, civil affairs join fields. Army Times; Apr. 11, 1988; 48(35): p. 11.
PSYCHOLOGY

Plan to let psychologists give drugs raises anxieties. Army Times; Nov. 21, 1988; 49(15): p. 23.

PTSD SEE POST-TRAUMATIC STRESS DISORDER (PTSD)

PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE


PUBLIC LAW 100-689 SEE VETERANS' BENEFITS AND PROGRAMS IMPROVEMENT ACT, 1988

PURPLE HEART


PX SEE POST EXCHANGES (PX)

QMP SEE QUALITATIVE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM (QMP)

QUAD A SEE ARMY AVIATION ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA (AAAA)

QUALITATIVE MANAGEMENT PROGRAM (QMP)


QUAYLE, JAMES DANFORTH, 1947-

Quayle brings his experience on personnel issues to ticket. Army Times; Aug. 29, 1988; 49(3): p. 13.


**RACE DISCRIMINATION--BARBERSHOPS**


**RACE RELATIONS**


**RADAR**

Army denies compromising for off-the-shelf air defense radar. Army Times; Dec. 5, 1988; 49(17): p. 34.

**RADIO**


ITT May recoup radio costs. Army Times; Jun. 6, 1988; 48(43): p. 34.


Panel endorses contracting plan. Army Times; Jul. 18, 1988; 48(49).

**RADIO, LIGHTWEIGHT**

SEE ANPRC-126 (RADIO)

**RADIO--INTERFERENCE**

RADIOACTIVE POLLUTION--WRIGHT PATTERSON AFB, OH

Air Force may face fine in radioactive spill. Army Times; Jul. 18, 1988; 48(49): p. 64.

RADON

Army to monitor schools, homes for radon gas. Army Times; Mar. 21, 1988; 48(32): p. 44.
Radon: it may be a danger. Army Times; Jun. 6, 1988; 48(43): p. 65.

RATIONS

Chow reaction: I'M not sure what smells worse, the MREs or T-RATS'. Army Times; Oct. 3, 1988; 49(8): p. 20.


Sounding off on MREs. Army Times; May 2, 1988; 48(38): p. 67.


REACTIVE ARMOR

Copperhead may counter reactive armor. Army Times; May 23, 1988; 48(41): p. 33.

New Hellfire to combat reactive armor. Army Times; Sep. 26, 1988; 49(7): p. 35.

REAGAN, RONALD WILSON, PRESIDENT U. S., 1911-


RECONNAISSANCE--COMPETITIONS

RECORDS AND CORRESPONDENCE


RECREATION CENTER  SEE  ARMED FORCES RECREATION CENTER

RECRUITERS


RECRUITERS OF THE YEAR


RECRUITING, ENLISTMENT, ETC.


Big-city recruiters face some unique obstacles. Army Times; Apr. 4, 1988; 48(34): p. 5.


Cuts in reenlist bonuses outweigh additions. Army Times; Apr. 25, 1988; 48(37): p. 3.

First the feast, then the famine. Army Times; Mar. 21, 1988, 48(32): n. 6.


Mean streets are still fertile for recruiters. Army Times; Apr. 4, 1988; 48(34): p. 4.


Reenlistments hit out of park this year. Army Times; Aug. 8, 1988; 48(52): p. 3.
Success could be mixed blessing for military recruiting. Army Times; Jul. 4, 1988; 48(47): p. 4.
Years of volunteers have honed recruiters. Army Times; Jul. 4, 1988; 48(47): p. 4.

RECRUITING, ENLISTMENT, ETC.—ARMY—EDUCATION REQUIREMENTS

RECRUITING, ENLISTMENT, ETC.—ARMY—NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS

RECRUITING, ENLISTMENT, ETC.—RESERVE COMPONENTS
Guard predicts ad cuts could trouble recruiting. Army Times; Apr. 11, 1988; 48(35): p. 34.

RECRUITING, ENLISTMENT, ETC.—SPECIAL FORCES


**REDSHTE ARSENAL, HUNTSVILLE, AL**

**REDUCTION IN FORCE** SEE **MANPOWER REDUCTION**

**REFORGER '88 (MANEUVERS)**


**REFORGER '88 (MANEUVERS)--ACCIDENTS**


**REMOLELY PILOTED VEHICLE (RPV)**

Senate panel votes rc funds for master plan development. Army Times; Jul. 18, 1988; 48(49): p. 29.

**REORGANIZATION ACT** SEE **DEFENSE REORGANIZATION ACT, 1986**

**REPUBLICAN PARTY**


**RESERVE COMPONENTS**


The Guard: At 450,000 strong, its importance to the Army continues to grow. Army Times; Nov. 14, 1988; 49(14): p. 9.


RESERVE COMPONENTS--CASUALTIES


RESERVE COMPONENTS--CIVILIAN EMPLOYEES


RESERVE COMPONENTS--DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA--MANEUVERS

Air, ground units of D. C. Guard join in large-scale test. Army Times; Aug. 1, 1988; 48(51): p. 35.

RESERVE COMPONENTS--EQUIPMENT--MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR


RESERVE COMPONENTS--HONDURAS


RESERVE COMPONENTS--INFANTRY


RESERVE COMPONENTS--LAW AND LEGISLATION


Ruling on state control of Guard is limited in scope. Army Times; Dec. 26, 1988; 49(20): p. 15.
RESERVE COMPONENTS--MARYLAND


RESERVE COMPONENTS--MORALE


RESERVE COMPONENTS--OFFICERS--EVALUATION REPORTS


RESERVE COMPONENTS--RETIREMENTS


RESERVE COMPONENTS--SIGNAL INTELLIGENCE UNITS


RESERVE COMPONENTS--TRAINING


RESERVE COMPONENTS--TRAINING FEES


RESERVE COMPONENTS--UTAH

If that doesn't excite you, nothing will. Army Times; Jul. 11, 1988; 48(48): p. 6.

RESERVE OFFICER PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT ACT

RESERVE OFFICER TRAINING CORPS (ROTC)

Army reprieves 40 tottering ROTC battalions. Army Times; May 16, 1988; 48(40): p. 44.
Young, eager and raring to go. Army Times; Aug. 29, 1988; 49(3): p. 27.

RESERVE OFFICER TRAINING CORPS (ROTC)--APPOINTMENTS AND ASSIGNMENTS


RESERVE OFFICER TRAINING CORPS (ROTC)--SCHOLARSHIPS


RETENTION

Retention linked to wife's work. Army Times; Apr. 25, 1988; 48(37): p. 56.

RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL


RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL--COST OF LIVING

As the Bard might have said: numbers can throttle you. Army Times; Nov. 7, 1988; 49(13): P. 58.


RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL--COST OF LIVING ADJUSTMENT (COLA)


RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL--EMPLOYMENT


RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL--INCOME TAX

Internal revenue proves it can be merciful--sort of. Army Times; Apr. 25, 1988; 48(37): p. 16.

RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL--LAW AND LEGISLATION


When wild geese get elected, it's umbrella time for constituents. Army Times; Sep. 5, 1988; 49(4): p. 8.

RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL--MEDICAL CARE


RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL--MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES


RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL--MOBILIZATION


RETIRED MILITARY PERSONNEL--PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.


Pentagon figures lump-sum value of retirement pay. Army Times; May 9, 1988; 48(39): p. 22.


'Tower amendment' retirees may get small pay increase. Army Times; May 2, 1988; 48(3): p. 38.

RETIREMENT


Reserve retirement too costly, studies show. Army Times; Apr. 18, 1988; 48(37): p. 4.


RETIREMENT COMMUNITIES


RETIREMENT FUND  SEE  MILITARY RETIREMENT FUND

RETIREMENT INCOME

No worry-Uncle Sam's IOU's are the same as money. Army Times; May 30, 1988; 48(42): p. 25.


RETIREMENT POINTS ACCOUNTING SYSTEM


RETIREMENT REFORM ACT, 1987--AMENDMENTS

Released reserve officers advised to appeal. Army Times; May 2, 1988; 48(38): p. 4.

RIFLES


RIFLES--SIGHTS


RIS CASSI, ROBERT W. , 1936-

Ris Cassi picked to succeed Brown as vice chief of staff. Army Times; Sep. 26, 1988; 49(7): p. 10.

RJO ENTERPRISES, INC.


ROBERT M. LEICH AWARD

ROBLES, JUAN


ROBOTS


ROGERS, WILL C.  , III

My father did what he had to; we're really proud of him. Army Times; Jul. 18, 1988; 48(49): p. 12.

ROLAND AIR DEFENSE UNIT


RONALD MCDONALD HOUSE


ROPMA  SEE  RESERVE OFFICER PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT ACT (ROPA)

ROTC  SEE  RESERVE OFFICER TRAINING CORPS (ROTC)

RPV  SEE  REMOTELY PILOTED VEHICLE (RPV)
SAINT, CROSBIE E.
Saint named to succeed Otis as commander in Europe. Army Times; May 9, 1988; 48(39): p. 7.

SALGAD 120MM MORTAR

SAMPLES, MARK W.

SAPPER LEADER COURSE, FORT LEONARD WOOD, MO

SATELLITES, ARTIFICIAL

SCHOOL OF THE AMERICAS

SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS AND PRINCIPALS

SCHROEDER, PATRICIA, 1940-
It's time for us to stop being "Uncle Sucker". Army Times; Jun. 20, 1988; 48(45): p. 33.

SCOWCROFT, BRENT, 1925-
SDI SEE STRATEGIC DEFENSE INITIATIVE (SDI)

SEALIFT

U.S. lacks needed airlift, sealift, congress is told. Army Times; May 2, 1988; 48(38): p. 5.

Unglamorous, but critical, details of war. Army Times; Jul. 4, 1988; 48(47): P. 70.

SEARCHES AND SEIZURES--BARRACKS AND QUARTERS


SECURE COMMUNICATIONS


SECURITY, MILITARY


SENIOR SERVICE COLLEGES

Senior service college board meets July 6. Army Times; Apr. 11, 1988; 48(35): p. 3.

SENSORS

To see without being seen. Army Times; Aug. 29, 1988; 49(3): p. 25.

SERGEANTS MAJOR ACADEMY, FORT BLISS, TX

Senior NCO school list will come out earlier than planned. Army Times; Aug. 29, 1988; 49(3): p. 10.

SERVICEMEN'S GROUP LIFE INSURANCE (SGLI)

SEVEN HUNDRED SIXTY-FIFTH TRANSPORTATION BATTALION


SEVENTY-FIFTH RANGER REGIMENT--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS


SEVERANCE PAY--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS


SEVERANCE PAY--OFFICERS


SEWING--EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES--SALES


SEXUAL HARASSMENT


SGLI -- SERVICEMEN'S GROUP LIFE INSURANCE (SGLI)

SHARE -- SEE SOLDIER HOUSING AND RETIREMENT EQUITY (SHARE)

SHIPS--ARMY

SHOOTING


...WAr soldiers hitting mark; Army shakes up weapons training. Army Times; Nov. 7, 1988; 49(13): p. 13.

SHOPLIFTING--MILITARY DEPENDENTS


SHRINERS HOSPITALS FOR CRIPPLED CHILDREN


SINAI PENINSULA


SINGCARS SEE SINGLE CHANNEL GROUND AND AIRBORNE RADIO SYSTEM (SINGCARS)

SINGLE CHANNEL GROUND AND AIRBORNE RADIO SYSTEM (SINGCARS)


Bids in hand for SINGCARS. Army Times; May 23, 1988; 48(41): p. 36.


ITT may recoup radio costs. Army Times; Jun. 6, 1988; 48(43): p. 34.


SINGLE SOLDIERS


SIXTH ENGINEER BATTALION--FORT WAINWRIGHT, AK


SKILL QUALIFICATION TESTS (SQT)


SMALL EMPLACEMENT EXCAVATOR

The 229th is first in the Army to get crack at high-tech 'dozer. Army Times; Nov. 14, 1988; 49(14): p. 10.

SMALL UNIT SUPPORT VEHICLE (SUSV)

Equipment adapted to tundra makes movement possible. Army Times; May 2, 1988; 48(38): p. 10.

SMOKING


Health officials are concerned about service smoking pressures. Army Times; Jun. 6, 1988; 48(43): p. 47.

SMOKING--RULES AND REGULATIONS


SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC CONDITIONS


SOCIAL SECURITY

Fishing for the facts at times can produce some useful catches. Army Times; Sep. 12, 1988; 49(5): p. 32.


**SOCIAL SECURITY TAXES**


**SOCIAL SECURITY—COST OF LIVING ADJUSTMENT (COLA)**


**SOCIAL SECURITY—LAW AND LEGISLATION**

Expectations of the young are not always fulfilled. Army Times; Jun. 27, 1988; 48(46): p. 16.

A perfection that others might call a correction. Army Times; Aug. 8, 1988; 48(52): p. 16.

**SOCIOLOGY**

'Telling it like it is:' sociologist Charles Moskos isn't afraid to answer the tough questions. Army Times; Mar. 14, 1988; 48(31): p. 53.

**SOCON** SEE **SPECIAL OPERATIONS COMMAND (SOCON)**

**SOLDIER HOUSING AND RETIREMENT EQUITY (SHARE)**

SOLDIER ROBOT INTERFACE PROJECT


SOLDIER'S MEDAL


SOLDIERS' AND AIRMEN'S HOME, WASHINGTON, DC


SOLDIERS--MARITAL STATUS


SOVIET UNION--ARMED FORCES

Analyst's studies counter Pentagon view of Soviet threat. Army Times; May 9, 1988; 48(39): p. 10.

SOVIET UNION--ARMED FORCES--AFGHANISTAN


SOVIET UNION--ARMED FORCES--MANEUVERS

In Romania, the sergeant may also be a crop duster. Army Times; Sep. 5, 1988; 49(4): p. 20.
SOVIET UNION--ARMED FORCES--MANPOWER REDUCTION


SOVIET UNION--ARMED FORCES--TRAINING

Officers could learn a thing or two about motor pool. Army Times; Aug. 8, 1988(48): 52.
Problems found in military-oriented youth school. Army Times; Sep. 12, 1988; 49(5): p. 35.

SOVIET UNION--ARMS REDUCTION


SOVIET UNION--ARTILLERY


SOVIET UNION--BUREAUCRACY


SOVIET UNION--COMPUTERS

For the Soviets, a higher priority on computer use. Army Times; Oct. 24, 1988; 49(11): p. 25.

SOVIET UNION--DEFENSES


SOVIET UNION--DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL

See the Soviet Union's exotic side. Army Times; Sep. 26, 1988; 49(7): p. 70.
SOVIET UNION--FOREIGN RELATIONS--AFGHANISTAN


SOVIET UNION--FOREIGN RELATIONS--U.S.

Carlucci will visit Soviet Counterpart. Army Times; Jul. 18, 1988; 448(49): p. 32.

SOVIET UNION--INTERNAL SECURITY FORCES--ARMENIA


SOVIET UNION--MILITARY EDUCATION


SOVIET UNION--MILITARY LIFE


SOVIET UNION--MILITARY POLICY


SOVIET UNION--MILITARY SERVICE


SOVIET UNION--POLITICS AND GOVERNMENT

SOVIET UNION--RACE RELATIONS

SOVIET UNION--RAILROAD FORCES

SOVIET UNION--SPACE PROGRAM

SOVIET UNION--SPACE RESEARCH

SOVIET UNION--VETERANS

SOVIET UNION--WORLD WAR II--MEMORIALS
Memorial will have usual size grandeur. Army Times; Aug. 1, 1988; 48(51): p. 23.

SPACE COMMAND

SPECIAL FORCES

SPECIAL FORCES ORIENTATION AND TRAINING PROGRAM, FORT BRAGG, NC
Green beret screening course will oust unqualified early on. Army Times; Aug. 29, 1988; 49(3): p. 10.
SPECIAL FORCES--OFFICERS


SPECIAL FORCES--TRAINING

Green beret screening course will oust unqualified early on. Army Times; Aug. 29, 1988; 49(3): p. 10.

SPECIAL OPERATIONS (MILITARY SCIENCE)


SPECIAL OPERATIONS (MILITARY SCIENCE)--EQUIPMENT


SPECIAL OPERATIONS COMMAND (SOCOM)

Separate command ok'd for 1st special operations. Army Times; Jun. 6, 1988; 48(43): p. 2.

SPEITEL, EDMUND J.


SPIES

Once a good soldier; but now an accused spy. Army Times; Sep. 12, 1988; 49(5): p. 4.
SPouse Preference, Military
See Military Spouse Preference

Spouses, Military


Retention linked to wife's work. Army Times; Apr. 25, 1988; 48(37): p. 55.


Spouses, Military—Social Conditions

Married to the Army. Army Times; Nov. 21, 1988; 49(15): p. 18.


Spurlock, Delbert L., 1941-


SOT See Skill Qualification Tests (SOT)

SSG (Rifle)


STARK (WARSHIP)


STARS AND STRIPES (NEWSPAPER)


Stars and Stripes blasted for manipulating the news. Army Times; Nov. 21, 1988; 49(15): p. 22.


STARS AND STRIPES (NEWSPAPER)--CENSORSHIP


Watchdog agency: Alleged decisions center around the killing of stories. Army Times; Nov. 21, 1988; 49(15): p. 22.

STARSTREAK (MISSILE)

Apache to be fitted with British missile. Army Times; Sep. 26, 1988; 49(7): p. 36.

START SEE STRATEGIC ARMS REDUCTION TREATY (START)

STATESIDE SWAPS SEE EACH ISSUE

STEALTH BOMBER (B-2)


STINGER (MISSILE)

STRATEGIC ARMS REDUCTION TREATY (START)
No start for START this year. Army Times; Aug. 15, 1988; 49(1): p. 28.

STRATEGIC DEFENSE INITIATIVE (SDI)
Late SDI deployment reported. Army Times; Jun. 27, 1988; 48(46): p. 34.

STRATEGIC DEFENSE INITIATIVE (SDI)--APPROPRIATIONS & EXPENDITURES

STRATEGIC STUDIES
STRATEGY

Analyst cites need for more teaching on strategic thought. Army Times; May 2, 1988; 48(38): p. 4.

STRATEGY, NAVAL


STRESS (PHYSIOLOGY)

Awareness may lower stress for trainers' families. Army Times; May 16, 1988; 48(40): p. 11.

STUDENT LOAN FUNDS

Plan would link service to federal student aid. Army Times; Mar. 21, 1988; 48(32): p. 17.

SUPER STRATEGY SCHOOL


SUPPLIES AND STORES


SUPPLY EXCELLENCE AWARDS


SURE PAY SEE COMPUTERS--BANKS AND BANKING
SURGEON GENERAL


SURVEILLANCE RADAR


SURVIVOR BENEFITS


SUSV SEE SMALL UNIT SUPPORT VEHICLE (SUSV)

SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY, SYRACUSE, NY


I-72 (TANK)

I-80 (TANK)


TANK RECOVERY VEHICLES

Army says 'no' to 11th-hour General Dynamics offer. Army Times; Dec. 12, 1988; 49(18): p. 38.

Tank recovery vehicle panel meets and probes on. Army Times; Nov. 7, 1988; 49(13): p. 36.

Vehicle to face a real challenge in testing: towing 70 tons on a slope. Army Times; May 16, 1988; 48(40): p. 29.

TANKS (MILITARY SCIENCE)


Army rolling on research into tank modernization. Army Times; May 16, 1988; 48(40): p. 34.


M60 tank to acquire coat of reactive armor tiles to defeat shaped charges. Army Times; Nov. 14, 1988; 49(14): p. 34.


TANKS (MILITARY SCIENCE)—ACCIDENTS


TANKS (MILITARY SCIENCE)—COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS

New system will let American, German tank crews communicate. Army Times; Oct. 31, 1988; 49(12): p. 32.
TANKS (MILITARY SCIENCE) -- GREAT BRITAIN


TANKS (MILITARY SCIENCE) -- NIGHT SIGHTS


TANKS (MILITARY SCIENCE) -- SOVIET UNION

Soviets plan exotic tank for the '90s. Army Times; Oct. 10, 1988; 49(9): p. 31.

TAPA SEE TOTAL ARMY PERSONNEL AGENCY (TAPA)

TARGET SIGHTING SYSTEMS


TANS SEE TERRAIN ANALYSIS WORK STATION (TAWS)

TDY SEE TEMPORARY DUTY (TDY)

TEACHERS -- PAY, ALLOWANCES, ETC.


TEACHERS -- SELECTION AND APPOINTMENTS

TELECOMMUNICATION SYSTEMS


TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICE PRIORITY


TELEPHONE OPERATORS--PENTAGON--CORRESPONDENCE, REMINISCENCES, ETC.

After 46 years at Pentzgon, operator Bailey has seen it all. Army Times; Oct. 3, 1988; 49(8): p. 52.

TELEPHONE--PRIORITY USE


TELEVISION FOR THE MILITARY

Troops far-flung bases finally get the tube. Army Times; May 23, 1988; 48(41): p. 11.

TEMPORARY DUTY (TDD)


TENTS


TERRAIN ANALYSIS WORK STATION (TAWS)


TERRORISM

Terrorists seem to target service men around the world. Army times; Apr. 25, 1988; 48(37): p. 10.
TERROISM--GERMANY

Train bomb hurts no soldiers. Army Times; May 16, 1988; 48(40): p. 50.

TERROISM--HONDURAS


TERROISM--KOREA


TERROISM--RICHMOND, VA


THERMAL BATTERIES


THREE HUNDRED THIRTY-FIFTH SIGNAL BATTALION


THUNDERBOLT II SEE A-10 (AIRCRAFT)

TILT ROTOR AIRCRAFT SEE V-22 (TILT ROTOR AIRCRAFT)

TIMES JOURNAL COMPANY

TOBACCO--SALES


TOMBSTONES--VETERANS


TOTAL ARMY PERSONNEL AGENCY (TAPA)


TOTAL ARMY PERSONNEL COMMAND (PERSCOM)


TOTAL WARRANT OFFICER SYSTEM (TWOS)


Career status, tenure to be streamlined. Army Times; Nov. 28, 1988; 49(16): p. 4.
TOW (MISSILE)


House panel may up ante for antiarmor missiles. Army Times; Apr. 25, 1988; 48(37): p. 34.


TOWER AMENDMENT

'Tower Amendment' retirees may get small pay increase. Army Times; May 2, 1988; 48(38): p. 38.

TRACKING RADAR


TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS


TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS--CARROLLTON, KY


TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS--MILITARY PERSONNEL

Traffic more deadly than duties to people in uniform. Army Times; Sep. 5, 1988; 49(4): p. 28.

TRAILER, HEAVY EQUIPMENT


TRAINING

Improved training reduces dropouts. Army Times; Sep. 26, 1988; 49(7): p. 27.

Training ...it is the cornerstone of readiness. Army Times; Aug. 15, 1988; 49(1): p. 8.


TRAINING--ARmed FORCES


TRAINING--ATTRITION

Improved training reduces dropouts. Army Times; Sep. 26, 1988; 49(7): p. 27.

TRAINING--NON-COMMISSIONED OFFICERS

Vuono expected to order link between NCO training, stripes. Army Times; Sep. 5, 1988; 49(4): p. 3.

TRAINING--OFFICERS


TRAINING--RESERVE COMPONENTS

Army reserve hardest hit by skill problems. Army Times; Apr. 11, 1988; 48(35): p. 27.


Panel to plan new training for reserves, guard. Army Times; Apr. 18, 1988; 48(37): p. 3.

Panel to plan new training for reserves, guard. Army Times; Apr. 18, 1988; 48(37): p. 3.

Reports feed concern about reservist ability. Army Times; Apr. 11, 1988; 48(35): p. 27.

Reserve officer board to select students. Army Times; Apr. 25, 1988; 48(37): p. 29.

Reservists say military training suffers in paper chase. Army Times; Apr. 18, 1988; 48(36): p. 3.


Top reserve NCOs tackle issues of military skills, demands on time. Army Times; Apr. 18, 1988; 48(36): p. 3.

Tougher reserve training plan hits snag. Army Times; Apr. 25, 1988; 48(37): p. 3.

TRAINING--RESERVE OFFICER TRAINING CORPS (ROTC)

TRAINING--SPECIAL FORCES
Green beret screening course will oust unqualified early on. Army Times; Aug. 29, 1988; 49(3): p. 10.

TRANSPORTATION--COLD WEATHER CONDITIONS
Equipment adapted to tundra makes movement possible. Army Times; May 2, 1988; 48(38): p. 10.

TRAVEL PAY

TRAVEL PAY--MILITARY DEPENDENTS

TRAVEL PAY--TEMPORARY DUTY (TDY)

TREADMILL EXERCISE TESTS
Top doctor asks for fewer treadmill heart tests. Army Times; May 16, 1988; 48(40): p. 22.
TRENDS IN ATTRITION OF HIGH-QUALITY MILITARY RECRUITS (RAND CORP.)

Improved training reduces dropouts. Army Times; Sep. 26, 1988; 49(7): p. 27.

TRITIUM


TRUCKS, LIGHT


TWO HUNDRED TWENTY-NINTH COMBAT ENGINEER BATTALION


TWOS  SEE  TOTAL WARRANT OFFICER SYSTEM (TWOS)

U.S. VIP  SEE  UNIFORMED SERVICES VOLUNTARY INSURANCE PROGRAM (U.S. VIP)

U.S.--FOREIGN RELATIONS--HONDURAS


U.S.--FOREIGN RELATIONS--IRAN


Military action against Iran begs a bigger question. Army Times; May 2, 1988; 48(38): p. 25.

U.S.--FOREIGN RELATIONS--NEAR EAST

Mideast drama--the plot thickens with new events. Army Times; Apr. 11, 1988; 48(35): p. 23.
U. S.—FOREIGN RELATIONS—PANAMA—CANAL ZONE


U. S.—HISTORY—WAR OF 1812


U. S.—NATIONAL SECURITY


U. S.—SOCIAL AND ECONOMIC CONDITIONS


UH-1H (HELICOPTER)—ACCIDENTS


UH-60 (HELICOPTER)


Improvements planned for Black Hawk, Apache. Army Times; May 9, 1988; 48(39): p. 32.


UH-60 (HELICOPTER)—ACCIDENTS


**UH-60 (HELICOPTER)--SAFETY MEASURES**

Army has plans to shield system on Black Hawk. Army Times; Sep. 12, 1988; 49(5): p. 27.

**UHF CO-SITE SYSTEM**


**UNIFIED OPERATIONS (MILITARY SCIENCE)**

TRADOC plans mechanized force revolution. Army Times; May 9, 1988; 48(39): p. 4.

**UNIFORM CODE OF MILITARY JUSTICE**


**UNIFORMED SERVICES FORMER SPOUSES PROTECTION ACT, 1982**


When wild geese get elected, it's umbrella time for constituents. Army Times; Sep. 5, 1988; 49(4): p. 8.
UNIFORMED SERVICES TREATMENT FACILITIES (USTF)


UNIFORMED SERVICES VOLUNTARY INSURANCE PROGRAM (U.S. VIP)


UNIFORMS


Clothing prices to inch up, from shoes to jackets. Army Times; Oct. 3, 1988; 49(8): p. 3.


UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES--TUITION


USTF SEE UNIFORMED SERVICES TREATMENT FACILITIES (USTF)

V-22 (TILT ROTOR AIRCRAFT)


VALLEY FORGE, PA--HISTORY


VANGUARD AWARDS SEE MILITARY VANGUARD AWARDS

VARIABLE HOUSING ALLOWANCE (VHA)

As time runs out, one-time VHA cut begins to look inevitable. Army Times; Aug. 15, 1988; 49(1): p. 3.

Carlucci gambles on legal ploy to avoid one-time VHA cut. Army Times; Sep. 5, 1988; 49(4): p. 3.

Housing rate changes may not be included in January paychecks. Army Times; Dec. 19, 1988; 49(19): p. 3.

If it does happen, 2nd VHA rate change would occur in June. Army Times; Nov. 21, 1988; 49(15): p. 16.

It's up to Carlucci on when to take bite in housing allowance. Army Times; Aug. 29, 1988; 49(3): p. 3.


Navy digs in heels on VHA proposal: plan could changes. Army Times; Dec. 12, 1988; 49(18): p. 3


No payback, 3.3 percent raise end flap over VHA. Army Times; Oct. 10, 1988; 49(9): p. 4.


Plan may rob Peter, pay Paul to avoid one-time VHA cut. Army Times; Jul '88; 48(48): p. 1.

VHA changes by the quarter? Officials hope to avoid crunch. Army Times; Aug. 8, 1988; 48(52): p. 10.

VHA rates could change yet again if unexpected events bust budget. Army Times; Nov. 7, 1988; 49(13): p. 3.


VEAP SEE VETERANS EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (VEAP)

VENDING MACHINES


VETERANS ADMINISTRATION--CABINET OFFICE


Senate's election-year bills raise VA to cabinet status and allow vets a day in court. Army Times; Jul. 25, 1988; 48(50): p. 4.


VETERANS ADMINISTRATION--CABINET OFFICE--LAW AND LEGISLATION


VETERANS ADMINISTRATION--HOSPITALS


VETERANS ADMINISTRATION--JUDGEMENTS

Court rules against VA doctors on veterans claims. Army Times; May 23, 1988; 48(41): p. 47.

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION--LAW AND LEGISLATION


VETERANS ADMINISTRATION--LOANS


VETERANS ADMINISTRATION--LOANS--FORECLOSURE

Congress bails out VA loan program. Army Times; May 9, 1988; 48(39): p. 3.

Senate bill seeks proposals to alleviate foreclosures in VA home loan program. Army Times; May 16, 1988; 48(40): p. 4.
VETERANS BENEFITS


VA claims review takes small step in Congress. Army Times; Sep. 26, 1988; 49(7): p. 15.

Veterans may get second chance at benefits. Army Times; Jul. 18, 1988; 48(49): p. 35.

VETERANS EDUCATIONAL ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (VEAP)

Students need not repay VA aid if they drop out in first 30 days of class. Army Times; Aug. 15, 1988; 49(1): p. 25.

VETERANS GROUP LIFE INSURANCE


VETERANS ORGANIZATIONS


VETERANS' BENEFITS AND PROGRAMS IMPROVEMENT ACT, 1988


VETERANS, DISABLED

Disabled vets may get more than $12,000 in Agent Orange suit. Army Times; Jul. 18, 1988; 48(49): p. 44.


VETERANS, DISABLED-BENEFITS

Bill would up benefits for disabled vets. Army Times; Aug. 8, 1988; 48(52): p. 15.

**VETERANS, DISABLED--COST OF LIVING ADJUSTMENT (COLA)**


**VETERANS, DISABLED--GAMES**


**VETERANS--ALCOHOLISM**

Bill would change VA's alcoholic rule. Army Times; May 23, 1988; 48(41): p. 52.


**VETERANS--CLAIMS REVIEW**

Veterans at odds over judicial claims review. Army Times; May 16, 1988; 48(40): p. 49.

**VETERANS--DISABILITY CLAIMS**


**VETERANS--EDUCATION**


Bill would change VA's alcoholic rule. Army Times; May 23, 1988; 48(41): p. 52.

Change in GI bill would let students drop courses once without penalty. Army Times; Jun. 6, 1988; 48(43): p. 12.


How to take advantage of the GI bill. Army Times; May 9, 1988; 48(39): p. 61.


Soldiers find education benefits they expected will not be coming. Army Times; Jul. 25, 1988; 48(50): p. 3.


VETERANS--EDUCATION--FLIGHT TRAINING


VA may shoot down flight training bill. Army Times; Jun. 6, 1988; 48(43): p. 15.

VETERANS--INSURANCE

Concerns cloud ex-spouse, ex-military insurance. Army Times; May 16, 11" (4): p. 35.

New policy covers ex-soldiers without benefits. Army Times; May 2, 15.8: p. 5.

VETERANS--LAW AND LEGISLATION


Senate panel again ok's veterans' right to go to court. Army Times; Jul. 11, 1988; 48(48): p. 8.


Veterans group press for fast benefits hike. Army Times; May 9, 1988; 48(39): p. 3.


**VETERANS—LAW AND LEGISLATION—JUDICIAL REVIEW**


**VETERANS—MEDICAL CARE**

21,000 World War II seamen seek vets status. Army Times; Apr. 4, 1988; 48(34): p. 11.


**VETERANS—PERSONNEL FILES**

Veterans may get second chance at benefits. Army Times; Jul. 18, 1988; 48(49): p. 35.

**VETERANS—VIETNAMESE CONFLICT, 1961—1975**


**VETERANS—VIETNAMESE CONFLICT, 1961—1975—MEDICAL CARE**


**VETERANS—VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE**

VHA SEE VARIABLE HOUSING ALLOWANCE (VHA)

VIETNAM VETERANS MEMORIAL, WASHINGTON, D.C.


VIETNAM--FOREIGN RELATIONS--U. S.


VIETNAMESE CONFLICT, 1961-1975--JOURNALISTS


VIETNAMESE CONFLICT, 1961-1975--MISSING IN ACTION


VIETNAMESE CONFLICT, 1961-1975--PRISONERS OF WAR

The POW hunter. Army Times; May 23, 1988; 48(41): p. 73.

VIETNAMESE CONFLICT, 1961-1975--PSYCHOLOGICAL ASPECTS

VINCENTES (WARSHIP)


VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE--ARMY--OFFICERS


VOLUNTARY SEPARATIONS

Most passed-over lieutenants will be able to get out early. Army Times; Jun. 6, 1988; 48(43): p. 18.

VOLUNTEER FORCE SEE MILITARY SERVICE, VOLUNTARY

VON STEUBEN AWARD

New training award planned for units, soldiers. Army Times; May 9, 1988; 48(39): p. 17.

VOTING


VOTING, ABSENTEE


VULCAN AIR DEFENSE SYSTEM


VUONO, CARL E. , 1934-


Training...it is the cornerstone of readiness. Army Times; Aug. 15, 1988; 49(1): p. 8.
Vuono expected to order link between NCO training, stripes. Army Times; Sep. 5, 1988; 49(4): p. 3.


WALKER, MORT


WALL, JOHN


WAR GAMES


Riding with "Soviets" shows war from other side. Army Times; Apr. 25, 1988; 48(37): p. 28.


WAR POWERS ACT, 1973


WARRANT OFFICERS


Career status, tenure to be streamlined. Army Times; Nov. 28, 1988; 49(16): p. 4.


WASHINGTON, DC--ECONOMIC CONDITIONS


WATER POLLUTION


WEAPONS SYSTEMS--TESTING


WEST POINT SEE MILITARY ACADEMY, WEST POINT, NY

WHISTLE BLOWERS PROTECTION ACT SEE MILITARY WHISTLE BLOWERS PROTECTION ACT, 1989

WHISTLE BLOWING (PUBLIC INTEREST)--LAW AND LEGISLATION


WIDOWS--PENSIONS


WOMEN IN THE ARMED FORCES

Army will open 11,000 more jobs to women. Army Times; Nov. 28, 1988; 49(16): p. 14.

Ban sex-oriented, on-base shows, panel says. Army Times; May 23, 1988; 48(41): p. 54.


For women, a rise in opportunities. Army Times; Sep. 12, 1988; 49(5): s.11.

Group forms to push interests of minority, women officers. Army Times; Nov. 21, 1988; 49(15): p. 28.
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